
Anthony M. Kennedy American Inn of Court
Team 1  September 20, 2005
Lowering the Bar

Inn members enter the room to the song “I’m Billing Time.” 
Morrison England’s Announcements and Inn Business. 

SCENE 1

Moderator
(Tom)

Tonight, we have three scenes with unrelated 
characters.  In this scene, college student, 
Jane, discusses her plans for the future with 
various members of her family.  Jane will 
move about the courtroom, talking to various 
members of her family about further 
education and career plans, specifically, her 
older sibling, Bob, her grandmother, and her 
parents.  Then neighbor John drops in to join 
them for dinner.

The family members are [pointing] Jane, 
Bob, Granny, Mom and Dad.  Jane is a junior 
in college, majoring in Comparative 
Mythology at Cal. 

Jane
(Cameron)

I’m really glad you came up tonight, Bob.  I 
wanted to ask you some questions about jobs 
and grad school and what to do with my life 
and stuff.

Bob
(Mike)

Huh.  Okay.  I think you should dye your 
hair red and introduce me to your 
roommate’s sister. 

Jane
(Cameron)

Okay... Not the issue Bob, I’m talking about 
my education and career choices, tough stuff.

Bob
(Mike)

What?  Corporate America hasn’t been  
beating a path to the door of America’s next  
fully educated Comparative Mythologist? 

Jane
(Cameron)

No.  Strangely enough.  I’m just not sure 
what to do next.  I could teach.  I could go 
back to school to get an advanced degree in 
something else.  What do you think?  You’re 
an engineer - you’re smart.

Bob
(Mike)

[Thinks briefly] My advice is this - stay in 
school forever.  Mom and Dad will keep 
giving you money, student loans can be 
deferred forever, and the interest rates are 
low.  Take it from me, once you start 
working, the moneytrain stops.  If you want 
to work, set yourself up to rake in some cash!  
What about med school?

Jane
(Cameron)

Are you kidding, why do you think I 
majored in myths? I hate math and I suck at 
chemistry.

Bob
(Mike)

What about law - you know, Perry Mason 
stuff.

Jane
(Cameron)

Who’s Perry Mason?  

Bob
(Mike)

Never mind, you’re too young.  LA Law?  
No?  Ally McBeal?  The Practice? Law & 
Order: Bad Checks Unit?  Anyway, law is a 
diverse field.  Lots of opportunities and a 
pretty constant demand for lawyers. I bet you 
would be great. I know I’ve never won an 
argument with you.

Jane
(Cameron)

[looks thoughtful] Thanks, Bob.  

Bob
(Mike)

Always here to help, Sis.

[Jane moves from the counsel seats where 
Bob was to the witness stand.  At the witness 
stand, Granny is sitting in the witness chair 
knitting.]

Jane
(Cameron)

Hi Granny - what are you making?

Granny
(Shannon)

Hi sweetie.  I’m knitting a pair of booties for 
your baby girl.

Jane
(Cameron)

I don’t have a baby.

Granny
(Shannon)

Not yet, honey, but someday you will.  Soon 
as you get out of high school and get yourself 
a man.

Jane
(Cameron)

Granny, I’m out of high school—I’m almost 
out of college.  I’m not having a baby.  I'm 
having a pre-career crisis.

Granny
(Shannon)

I know, I know. Life is hard and the future is 
difficult.  Even with a husband, you’ll 
probably need some kind of career.   
Anyway, I know you’re in college—you 
graduate at the end of next year.  I pay 
attention, you know.  I’m not totally senile.

Jane
(Cameron)

What do you think about my becoming a 
teacher?  Would that be a good choice?  Do 
you think I could teach?

Granny
(Shannon)

You’ll be good at whatever you set out to do.  
I wouldn’t teach little kids though—that’s 
rough work, little monsters.  And you’ll need 
more than that useless, fruity BA you’re 
getting to teach college level courses.  I hear 
the money is better—although the students 
may still be juvenile.

Jane
(Cameron)

What do you think about going into law?

Granny
(Shannon)

Don’t you think I’m a little old to be starting 
all that... Oh, right, this is about you.  Law’s 
a good choice—lots of eligible men out there
—none that I would recommend, mind you.  
I’m just glad I never had to hire a lawyer - 
we’ve been very lucky.  That JD would be a 
good step, but so would an MRS, you know, 
“missus.”

Jane
(Cameron)

Thanks Gram.  I’ll see you at dinner.

[Jane moves into the well.  Mom and Dad are 
busy preparing dinner]

Jane
(Cameron)

Hi Mom, Dad...what’s for dinner?

Mom
(Kathryn)

Homemade Meatloaf, Ambrosia Salad and 
Fresh Baked Bread. we’re about 10 minutes 
away.

Jane
(Cameron)

Yum - and that bread smells great!  

Mom
(Kathryn)

Any closer to deciding what to do with 
yourself when you graduate this Spring? 

Jane
(Cameron)

Sure.  I’ve been thinking about continuing 
my education, getting a Master’s.  I’ve even 
thought about going to law school.  
Thoughts?

Mom
(Kathryn)

Oh dear, that’s a big step.  A long 
commitment.  Are you sure you want to go 
through all of that?

Dad
(Richard)

Yeah, it’s a lot of money too. Lots of 
loans .... And law? A Lawyer?  Really? 

Jane
(Cameron)

I’m not sure, I’m just looking for some 
feedback.  I know that it’s expensive - but 
I’m just not sure what else to do.  There isn’t 
much out there for someone with my 
bachelors degree.

Mom
(Kathryn)

It’s your decision, honey, and we always say 
“Education is cheaper than ignorance,” but 
I’m sure that you’ll make the right decision, 
and [meaningfully looking at Dad]  we’ll 
support you.

[Jane turns to the audience with a “thumbs 
up” sign in response to the indication of 
“support” from her mom]
[15 seconds of hustling about, setting out 
dishes, etc - Mom rings the dinner bell, and 
the people move down around the table.  
Little bit of mindless blather - - a loud knock 
on the door.
Dad yells “come in” and in comes John]

Dad
(Richard)

Hey John.  Hungry?  Join us for dinner; 
we’re just sitting down.

John
(Joel)

Perfect timing as usual.  I would never want 
to impose!  But if you’ve got an empty seat 
[pulls one up]... Hi everyone.  Gosh, 
something sure smells great.  [bread gets 
passed, plates etc.]

John
(Joel)

So Bob, how’s the engineering world?

Bob
(Mike)

Not bad.  You know, same old story.  I’m on 
the road too much.

John
(Joel)

Well, that’s one thing I don’t have to worry 
about. One shop, no headaches.  How bout 
you, Janey, what’s on your horizon?

Jane
(Cameron)

Well, I’m thinking about going to law school 
right after I graduate.

John
(Joel)

A lawyer, huh?  Question:  What do honest 
lawyers and UFO’s have in common? 

Dad
(Richard)

You always hear about them, but you never 
see them.

Bob
(Mike)

How about the one when the Attorney says: 
Let me give you my honest opinion.  
Naturally the Client responds with “No, I'm 
paying for professional advice.”

Dad
(Richard)

Now, now, Jane has a big decision.  In fact, 
speaking about big decisions, consider this:   
If a lawyer and an IRS agent were both 
drowning, and you could only save one of 
them, would you go to lunch or read the 
paper?

Mom
(Kathryn)

Oh, you two- that isn’t fair.

Jane
(Cameron)

That’s right!

Mom
(Kathryn)

[without missing a beat] Those are hard, 
here’s an easy one:  How can you tell the 
difference between an attorney lying dead in 
the road and a coyote lying dead in the road?  

John
(Joel)

Simple - no skid marks in front of the 
lawyer!

Granny
(Shannon)

Now just stop!  I’m looking forward to 
grandchildren.  That reminds me:  What does 
a lawyer use for birth control?  Answer: His 
(or her) personality.  [Granny slaps her knee 
and laughs]

Jane
(Cameron)

Hey!  This isn’t fair!  Doesn’t anyone have 
anything good to say about lawyers?

John
(Joel)

Hey Bob, what’s the difference between 
lawyers and engineers? 

Bob
(Mike)

I would hardly know where to begin.

John
(Joel)

At least engineers KNOW they’re boring.

Bob
(Mike)

Cute John - Let’s get back to the point - Jane 
here needs our input, let’s stay on track.

Jane
(Cameron)

Thank you, Bob.  I know this is fun and 
everything, but there are a lot of good things 
about being a lawyer, too.

Dad
(Richard)

I agree.  Did you hear about the new 
microwave lawyer?  You spend eight minutes 
in his office and get billed as if you’d been 
there eight hours. 

Jane
(Cameron)

That’s just great.  I ask my family for advice 
and you are all supportive. John walks in and 
suddenly it’s a dogpile on Jane— all this 
anti-lawyer stuff. 

John
(Joel)

Janey, Janey ... come on.  We’re just kidding 
you. Hey Grannie, do you know how to save 
five drowning lawyers?

Granny
(Shannon)

Why would you want to save them?

John
(Joel)

Good answer  

Jane
(Cameron)

Why would I ever want to be a lawyer if 
that’s what all you people would think of 
me?

[Jane throws down her napkin and stomps out 
of the courtroom.]
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the road and a coyote lying dead in the road?  

John
(Joel)

Simple - no skid marks in front of the 
lawyer!

Granny
(Shannon)

Now just stop!  I’m looking forward to 
grandchildren.  That reminds me:  What does 
a lawyer use for birth control?  Answer: His 
(or her) personality.  [Granny slaps her knee 
and laughs]

Jane
(Cameron)

Hey!  This isn’t fair!  Doesn’t anyone have 
anything good to say about lawyers?

John
(Joel)

Hey Bob, what’s the difference between 
lawyers and engineers? 

Bob
(Mike)

I would hardly know where to begin.

John
(Joel)

At least engineers KNOW they’re boring.

Bob
(Mike)

Cute John - Let’s get back to the point - Jane 
here needs our input, let’s stay on track.

Jane
(Cameron)

Thank you, Bob.  I know this is fun and 
everything, but there are a lot of good things 
about being a lawyer, too.

Dad
(Richard)

I agree.  Did you hear about the new 
microwave lawyer?  You spend eight minutes 
in his office and get billed as if you’d been 
there eight hours. 

Jane
(Cameron)

That’s just great.  I ask my family for advice 
and you are all supportive. John walks in and 
suddenly it’s a dogpile on Jane— all this 
anti-lawyer stuff. 

John
(Joel)

Janey, Janey ... come on.  We’re just kidding 
you. Hey Grannie, do you know how to save 
five drowning lawyers?

Granny
(Shannon)

Why would you want to save them?

John
(Joel)

Good answer  

Jane
(Cameron)

Why would I ever want to be a lawyer if 
that’s what all you people would think of 
me?

[Jane throws down her napkin and stomps out 
of the courtroom.]



Moderator
(Tom)

Tonight, we have three scenes with unrelated 
characters.  In this scene, college student, 
Jane, discusses her plans for the future with 
various members of her family.  Jane will 
move about the courtroom, talking to various 
members of her family about further 
education and career plans, specifically, her 
older sibling, Bob, her grandmother, and her 
parents.  Then neighbor John drops in to join 
them for dinner.

The family members are [pointing] Jane, 
Bob, Granny, Mom and Dad.  Jane is a junior 
in college, majoring in Comparative 
Mythology at Cal. 

Jane
(Cameron)

I’m really glad you came up tonight, Bob.  I 
wanted to ask you some questions about jobs 
and grad school and what to do with my life 
and stuff.

Bob
(Mike)

Huh.  Okay.  I think you should dye your 
hair red and introduce me to your 
roommate’s sister. 

Jane
(Cameron)

Okay... Not the issue Bob, I’m talking about 
my education and career choices, tough stuff.

Bob
(Mike)

What?  Corporate America hasn’t been  
beating a path to the door of America’s next  
fully educated Comparative Mythologist? 

Jane
(Cameron)

No.  Strangely enough.  I’m just not sure 
what to do next.  I could teach.  I could go 
back to school to get an advanced degree in 
something else.  What do you think?  You’re 
an engineer - you’re smart.

Bob
(Mike)

[Thinks briefly] My advice is this - stay in 
school forever.  Mom and Dad will keep 
giving you money, student loans can be 
deferred forever, and the interest rates are 
low.  Take it from me, once you start 
working, the moneytrain stops.  If you want 
to work, set yourself up to rake in some cash!  
What about med school?

Jane
(Cameron)

Are you kidding, why do you think I 
majored in myths? I hate math and I suck at 
chemistry.

Bob
(Mike)

What about law - you know, Perry Mason 
stuff.

Jane
(Cameron)

Who’s Perry Mason?  

Bob
(Mike)

Never mind, you’re too young.  LA Law?  
No?  Ally McBeal?  The Practice? Law & 
Order: Bad Checks Unit?  Anyway, law is a 
diverse field.  Lots of opportunities and a 
pretty constant demand for lawyers. I bet you 
would be great. I know I’ve never won an 
argument with you.

Jane
(Cameron)

[looks thoughtful] Thanks, Bob.  

Bob
(Mike)

Always here to help, Sis.

[Jane moves from the counsel seats where 
Bob was to the witness stand.  At the witness 
stand, Granny is sitting in the witness chair 
knitting.]

Jane
(Cameron)

Hi Granny - what are you making?

Granny
(Shannon)

Hi sweetie.  I’m knitting a pair of booties for 
your baby girl.

Jane
(Cameron)

I don’t have a baby.

Granny
(Shannon)

Not yet, honey, but someday you will.  Soon 
as you get out of high school and get yourself 
a man.

Jane
(Cameron)

Granny, I’m out of high school—I’m almost 
out of college.  I’m not having a baby.  I'm 
having a pre-career crisis.

Granny
(Shannon)

I know, I know. Life is hard and the future is 
difficult.  Even with a husband, you’ll 
probably need some kind of career.   
Anyway, I know you’re in college—you 
graduate at the end of next year.  I pay 
attention, you know.  I’m not totally senile.

Jane
(Cameron)

What do you think about my becoming a 
teacher?  Would that be a good choice?  Do 
you think I could teach?

Granny
(Shannon)

You’ll be good at whatever you set out to do.  
I wouldn’t teach little kids though—that’s 
rough work, little monsters.  And you’ll need 
more than that useless, fruity BA you’re 
getting to teach college level courses.  I hear 
the money is better—although the students 
may still be juvenile.

Jane
(Cameron)

What do you think about going into law?

Granny
(Shannon)

Don’t you think I’m a little old to be starting 
all that... Oh, right, this is about you.  Law’s 
a good choice—lots of eligible men out there
—none that I would recommend, mind you.  
I’m just glad I never had to hire a lawyer - 
we’ve been very lucky.  That JD would be a 
good step, but so would an MRS, you know, 
“missus.”

Jane
(Cameron)

Thanks Gram.  I’ll see you at dinner.

[Jane moves into the well.  Mom and Dad are 
busy preparing dinner]

Jane
(Cameron)

Hi Mom, Dad...what’s for dinner?

Mom
(Kathryn)

Homemade Meatloaf, Ambrosia Salad and 
Fresh Baked Bread. we’re about 10 minutes 
away.

Jane
(Cameron)

Yum - and that bread smells great!  

Mom
(Kathryn)

Any closer to deciding what to do with 
yourself when you graduate this Spring? 

Jane
(Cameron)

Sure.  I’ve been thinking about continuing 
my education, getting a Master’s.  I’ve even 
thought about going to law school.  
Thoughts?

Mom
(Kathryn)

Oh dear, that’s a big step.  A long 
commitment.  Are you sure you want to go 
through all of that?

Dad
(Richard)

Yeah, it’s a lot of money too. Lots of 
loans .... And law? A Lawyer?  Really? 

Jane
(Cameron)

I’m not sure, I’m just looking for some 
feedback.  I know that it’s expensive - but 
I’m just not sure what else to do.  There isn’t 
much out there for someone with my 
bachelors degree.

Mom
(Kathryn)

It’s your decision, honey, and we always say 
“Education is cheaper than ignorance,” but 
I’m sure that you’ll make the right decision, 
and [meaningfully looking at Dad]  we’ll 
support you.

[Jane turns to the audience with a “thumbs 
up” sign in response to the indication of 
“support” from her mom]
[15 seconds of hustling about, setting out 
dishes, etc - Mom rings the dinner bell, and 
the people move down around the table.  
Little bit of mindless blather - - a loud knock 
on the door.
Dad yells “come in” and in comes John]

Dad
(Richard)

Hey John.  Hungry?  Join us for dinner; 
we’re just sitting down.

John
(Joel)

Perfect timing as usual.  I would never want 
to impose!  But if you’ve got an empty seat 
[pulls one up]... Hi everyone.  Gosh, 
something sure smells great.  [bread gets 
passed, plates etc.]

John
(Joel)

So Bob, how’s the engineering world?

Bob
(Mike)

Not bad.  You know, same old story.  I’m on 
the road too much.

John
(Joel)

Well, that’s one thing I don’t have to worry 
about. One shop, no headaches.  How bout 
you, Janey, what’s on your horizon?

Jane
(Cameron)

Well, I’m thinking about going to law school 
right after I graduate.

John
(Joel)

A lawyer, huh?  Question:  What do honest 
lawyers and UFO’s have in common? 

Dad
(Richard)

You always hear about them, but you never 
see them.

Bob
(Mike)

How about the one when the Attorney says: 
Let me give you my honest opinion.  
Naturally the Client responds with “No, I'm 
paying for professional advice.”

Dad
(Richard)

Now, now, Jane has a big decision.  In fact, 
speaking about big decisions, consider this:   
If a lawyer and an IRS agent were both 
drowning, and you could only save one of 
them, would you go to lunch or read the 
paper?

Mom
(Kathryn)

Oh, you two- that isn’t fair.

Jane
(Cameron)

That’s right!

Mom
(Kathryn)

[without missing a beat] Those are hard, 
here’s an easy one:  How can you tell the 
difference between an attorney lying dead in 
the road and a coyote lying dead in the road?  

John
(Joel)

Simple - no skid marks in front of the 
lawyer!

Granny
(Shannon)

Now just stop!  I’m looking forward to 
grandchildren.  That reminds me:  What does 
a lawyer use for birth control?  Answer: His 
(or her) personality.  [Granny slaps her knee 
and laughs]

Jane
(Cameron)

Hey!  This isn’t fair!  Doesn’t anyone have 
anything good to say about lawyers?

John
(Joel)

Hey Bob, what’s the difference between 
lawyers and engineers? 

Bob
(Mike)

I would hardly know where to begin.

John
(Joel)

At least engineers KNOW they’re boring.

Bob
(Mike)

Cute John - Let’s get back to the point - Jane 
here needs our input, let’s stay on track.

Jane
(Cameron)

Thank you, Bob.  I know this is fun and 
everything, but there are a lot of good things 
about being a lawyer, too.

Dad
(Richard)

I agree.  Did you hear about the new 
microwave lawyer?  You spend eight minutes 
in his office and get billed as if you’d been 
there eight hours. 

Jane
(Cameron)

That’s just great.  I ask my family for advice 
and you are all supportive. John walks in and 
suddenly it’s a dogpile on Jane— all this 
anti-lawyer stuff. 

John
(Joel)

Janey, Janey ... come on.  We’re just kidding 
you. Hey Grannie, do you know how to save 
five drowning lawyers?

Granny
(Shannon)

Why would you want to save them?

John
(Joel)

Good answer  

Jane
(Cameron)

Why would I ever want to be a lawyer if 
that’s what all you people would think of 
me?

[Jane throws down her napkin and stomps out 
of the courtroom.]
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Huh.  Okay.  I think you should dye your 
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Okay... Not the issue Bob, I’m talking about 
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Bob
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What?  Corporate America hasn’t been  
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fully educated Comparative Mythologist? 

Jane
(Cameron)

No.  Strangely enough.  I’m just not sure 
what to do next.  I could teach.  I could go 
back to school to get an advanced degree in 
something else.  What do you think?  You’re 
an engineer - you’re smart.

Bob
(Mike)

[Thinks briefly] My advice is this - stay in 
school forever.  Mom and Dad will keep 
giving you money, student loans can be 
deferred forever, and the interest rates are 
low.  Take it from me, once you start 
working, the moneytrain stops.  If you want 
to work, set yourself up to rake in some cash!  
What about med school?

Jane
(Cameron)

Are you kidding, why do you think I 
majored in myths? I hate math and I suck at 
chemistry.

Bob
(Mike)

What about law - you know, Perry Mason 
stuff.

Jane
(Cameron)

Who’s Perry Mason?  

Bob
(Mike)

Never mind, you’re too young.  LA Law?  
No?  Ally McBeal?  The Practice? Law & 
Order: Bad Checks Unit?  Anyway, law is a 
diverse field.  Lots of opportunities and a 
pretty constant demand for lawyers. I bet you 
would be great. I know I’ve never won an 
argument with you.

Jane
(Cameron)

[looks thoughtful] Thanks, Bob.  
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[Jane moves from the counsel seats where 
Bob was to the witness stand.  At the witness 
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knitting.]
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as you get out of high school and get yourself 
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out of college.  I’m not having a baby.  I'm 
having a pre-career crisis.
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I know, I know. Life is hard and the future is 
difficult.  Even with a husband, you’ll 
probably need some kind of career.   
Anyway, I know you’re in college—you 
graduate at the end of next year.  I pay 
attention, you know.  I’m not totally senile.

Jane
(Cameron)

What do you think about my becoming a 
teacher?  Would that be a good choice?  Do 
you think I could teach?

Granny
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You’ll be good at whatever you set out to do.  
I wouldn’t teach little kids though—that’s 
rough work, little monsters.  And you’ll need 
more than that useless, fruity BA you’re 
getting to teach college level courses.  I hear 
the money is better—although the students 
may still be juvenile.

Jane
(Cameron)

What do you think about going into law?

Granny
(Shannon)

Don’t you think I’m a little old to be starting 
all that... Oh, right, this is about you.  Law’s 
a good choice—lots of eligible men out there
—none that I would recommend, mind you.  
I’m just glad I never had to hire a lawyer - 
we’ve been very lucky.  That JD would be a 
good step, but so would an MRS, you know, 
“missus.”

Jane
(Cameron)

Thanks Gram.  I’ll see you at dinner.
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Mom
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Fresh Baked Bread. we’re about 10 minutes 
away.

Jane
(Cameron)

Yum - and that bread smells great!  

Mom
(Kathryn)

Any closer to deciding what to do with 
yourself when you graduate this Spring? 

Jane
(Cameron)

Sure.  I’ve been thinking about continuing 
my education, getting a Master’s.  I’ve even 
thought about going to law school.  
Thoughts?

Mom
(Kathryn)

Oh dear, that’s a big step.  A long 
commitment.  Are you sure you want to go 
through all of that?

Dad
(Richard)

Yeah, it’s a lot of money too. Lots of 
loans .... And law? A Lawyer?  Really? 

Jane
(Cameron)

I’m not sure, I’m just looking for some 
feedback.  I know that it’s expensive - but 
I’m just not sure what else to do.  There isn’t 
much out there for someone with my 
bachelors degree.

Mom
(Kathryn)

It’s your decision, honey, and we always say 
“Education is cheaper than ignorance,” but 
I’m sure that you’ll make the right decision, 
and [meaningfully looking at Dad]  we’ll 
support you.

[Jane turns to the audience with a “thumbs 
up” sign in response to the indication of 
“support” from her mom]
[15 seconds of hustling about, setting out 
dishes, etc - Mom rings the dinner bell, and 
the people move down around the table.  
Little bit of mindless blather - - a loud knock 
on the door.
Dad yells “come in” and in comes John]

Dad
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we’re just sitting down.

John
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Perfect timing as usual.  I would never want 
to impose!  But if you’ve got an empty seat 
[pulls one up]... Hi everyone.  Gosh, 
something sure smells great.  [bread gets 
passed, plates etc.]

John
(Joel)

So Bob, how’s the engineering world?

Bob
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Not bad.  You know, same old story.  I’m on 
the road too much.

John
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Well, that’s one thing I don’t have to worry 
about. One shop, no headaches.  How bout 
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(Cameron)

Well, I’m thinking about going to law school 
right after I graduate.

John
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lawyers and UFO’s have in common? 

Dad
(Richard)

You always hear about them, but you never 
see them.

Bob
(Mike)

How about the one when the Attorney says: 
Let me give you my honest opinion.  
Naturally the Client responds with “No, I'm 
paying for professional advice.”

Dad
(Richard)

Now, now, Jane has a big decision.  In fact, 
speaking about big decisions, consider this:   
If a lawyer and an IRS agent were both 
drowning, and you could only save one of 
them, would you go to lunch or read the 
paper?

Mom
(Kathryn)

Oh, you two- that isn’t fair.

Jane
(Cameron)

That’s right!

Mom
(Kathryn)

[without missing a beat] Those are hard, 
here’s an easy one:  How can you tell the 
difference between an attorney lying dead in 
the road and a coyote lying dead in the road?  

John
(Joel)

Simple - no skid marks in front of the 
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Now just stop!  I’m looking forward to 
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a lawyer use for birth control?  Answer: His 
(or her) personality.  [Granny slaps her knee 
and laughs]
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Hey!  This isn’t fair!  Doesn’t anyone have 
anything good to say about lawyers?

John
(Joel)

Hey Bob, what’s the difference between 
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Bob
(Mike)

I would hardly know where to begin.

John
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At least engineers KNOW they’re boring.

Bob
(Mike)

Cute John - Let’s get back to the point - Jane 
here needs our input, let’s stay on track.

Jane
(Cameron)

Thank you, Bob.  I know this is fun and 
everything, but there are a lot of good things 
about being a lawyer, too.

Dad
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I agree.  Did you hear about the new 
microwave lawyer?  You spend eight minutes 
in his office and get billed as if you’d been 
there eight hours. 

Jane
(Cameron)
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and you are all supportive. John walks in and 
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John
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Why would you want to save them?

John
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[Jane turns to the audience with a “thumbs 
up” sign in response to the indication of 
“support” from her mom]
[15 seconds of hustling about, setting out 
dishes, etc - Mom rings the dinner bell, and 
the people move down around the table.  
Little bit of mindless blather - - a loud knock 
on the door.
Dad yells “come in” and in comes John]

Dad
(Richard)

Hey John.  Hungry?  Join us for dinner; 
we’re just sitting down.

John
(Joel)

Perfect timing as usual.  I would never want 
to impose!  But if you’ve got an empty seat 
[pulls one up]... Hi everyone.  Gosh, 
something sure smells great.  [bread gets 
passed, plates etc.]

John
(Joel)

So Bob, how’s the engineering world?

Bob
(Mike)

Not bad.  You know, same old story.  I’m on 
the road too much.

John
(Joel)

Well, that’s one thing I don’t have to worry 
about. One shop, no headaches.  How bout 
you, Janey, what’s on your horizon?

Jane
(Cameron)

Well, I’m thinking about going to law school 
right after I graduate.

John
(Joel)

A lawyer, huh?  Question:  What do honest 
lawyers and UFO’s have in common? 

Dad
(Richard)

You always hear about them, but you never 
see them.

Bob
(Mike)

How about the one when the Attorney says: 
Let me give you my honest opinion.  
Naturally the Client responds with “No, I'm 
paying for professional advice.”

Dad
(Richard)

Now, now, Jane has a big decision.  In fact, 
speaking about big decisions, consider this:   
If a lawyer and an IRS agent were both 
drowning, and you could only save one of 
them, would you go to lunch or read the 
paper?

Mom
(Kathryn)

Oh, you two- that isn’t fair.

Jane
(Cameron)

That’s right!

Mom
(Kathryn)

[without missing a beat] Those are hard, 
here’s an easy one:  How can you tell the 
difference between an attorney lying dead in 
the road and a coyote lying dead in the road?  

John
(Joel)

Simple - no skid marks in front of the 
lawyer!

Granny
(Shannon)

Now just stop!  I’m looking forward to 
grandchildren.  That reminds me:  What does 
a lawyer use for birth control?  Answer: His 
(or her) personality.  [Granny slaps her knee 
and laughs]

Jane
(Cameron)

Hey!  This isn’t fair!  Doesn’t anyone have 
anything good to say about lawyers?

John
(Joel)

Hey Bob, what’s the difference between 
lawyers and engineers? 

Bob
(Mike)

I would hardly know where to begin.

John
(Joel)

At least engineers KNOW they’re boring.

Bob
(Mike)

Cute John - Let’s get back to the point - Jane 
here needs our input, let’s stay on track.

Jane
(Cameron)

Thank you, Bob.  I know this is fun and 
everything, but there are a lot of good things 
about being a lawyer, too.

Dad
(Richard)

I agree.  Did you hear about the new 
microwave lawyer?  You spend eight minutes 
in his office and get billed as if you’d been 
there eight hours. 

Jane
(Cameron)

That’s just great.  I ask my family for advice 
and you are all supportive. John walks in and 
suddenly it’s a dogpile on Jane— all this 
anti-lawyer stuff. 

John
(Joel)

Janey, Janey ... come on.  We’re just kidding 
you. Hey Grannie, do you know how to save 
five drowning lawyers?

Granny
(Shannon)

Why would you want to save them?

John
(Joel)

Good answer  

Jane
(Cameron)

Why would I ever want to be a lawyer if 
that’s what all you people would think of 
me?

[Jane throws down her napkin and stomps out 
of the courtroom.]

Tom:   Wow – welcome home Jane.  Looks like Jane was treated a bit roughly by her family 
and neighbor.
 
Tom will ask the Inn the following question:  “So, what’s the big deal, what’s the matter with 
lawyer jokes?”  
 
Shill:  “Lawyers don’t think they are funny…..and no one else thinks these are jokes.”  Note – 
Tom is getting the shill squared away.
 
Well, it’s not a big secret.  Attorneys are fair game – and the media has contributed mightily to 
the public perception of us.  Allow us to share a series of clips from a very popular movie, 
Jurassic Park.
 
Note:  Shannon needs to make sure the screen is DOWN.

 
(Tom controls the playing of Jurassic Park)  As soon as it is concluded, Shannon raises the 
screen.  Tom won’t start talking until the screen is rolled up.

 
1.                To the judges, justices and attorneys:  How many of you are recommending law school 

to young people that you know?  
 

Would your response have been different 5 or 10 years ago?



 
2.                For the students - - when you revealed your desire to attend law school, did you get 

resistance from your friends, your family?
 
If you discussed the TYPE of law that you wanted to practice, did the reaction change?  
How so?  (Did you refrain from disclosing your eventual goal?)
 

3.               For parents – do you want your children to be lawyers – or go to law school?
 

4.                (It appears that a certain amount of negativity is out there, both about law school and 
lawyers in general).  Why all the negative perceptions of lawyers?
 
*People rarely see lawyers for happy reasons
*Jealousy
*Confusion/Ignorance
*Does the public understand what lawyers do?

Why are you so expensive
Why do I have to pay for research?
 

5.                To the students:  Why did you select law as a career?
 

6.                To all of them:  Is law your second career?  Why the change?
 

SCENE 2

Moderator
(Tom)

W e a r e n o w i n T h e 
Loophole, a bar similar to the 
Cheers bar in the television 
show. Around the bar,  are 
four people: Cliff and three 
law students.  Serving them 
are the bar’s owner, Sam, 
Diane, and a waitress, Carla. 
As the scene unfolds, another 
man walks into the bar.

Sam
(Fred)

Hey, Cliff, where’s your 
buddy, Norm?

Cliff
(Richard)

He’s over at court. He got a 
summons for jury duty.
[Norm enters]

Norm
(Steve)

Hello, everybody.

Everyone Norm!

Sam
(Fred)

So, Norm, are you a juror? 

Norm
(Steve)

Now you know, I’m a big 
fan of sitting down, but I’m 
smart enough not to stuck 
sitting on a jury.

Diane
(Cameron)

Did you find your experience 
o f t h e l e g a l s y s t e m 
u n s a t i s f a c t o r y t o d a y , 
Norman?

Norm
(Steve)

No, Diane.  I said I figured 
the guy would get what was 
coming to him and they let 
me go.   I’ve served my duty, 
he’ll serve his time and 
someone’ll serve me a cold 
beer.  Right, Sammy?

Cliff
(Richard)

Norm, these young folks here 
are law students to whom I 
have been imparting my 
knowledge and understanding 
of the Amer ican Legal 
System.  

Norm
(Steve)

That shouldn’t take too long. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

Yeah, when the lawyers are 
taking notes from the postal 
workers, you know we’re all 
screwed.

Sam
(Fred)

What kind of lawyers are you 
guys going to be?

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s only two kinds: lousy 
or eligible.  Come to think of 
it, they’re all lousy.

First Student
(Shannon)

I’m thinking of being a 
criminal defense lawyer.

Cliff
(Richard)

You know, when a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law before the perp (as we 
government types like to call 
them) gets arrested, he’s an 
accomplice.  When a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law after he gets caught, we 
call him a defense attorney.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the student] Do you 
k n o w w h a t w o r d b e s t 
describes a criminal lawyer?  
[Pause]  [Generalized NO 
f r o m t h e g r o u p . ]    
Redundant.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Hey Sammy, do you know 
the difference between a 
criminal defense lawyer and a 
catfish?  [Pause] One is a 
slimy, bottom dwelling scum 
sucker.  The other is a fish.

Diane
(Cameron)

Come on guys, you’re not 
being fair.  You all have 
really short memories.  Sam, 
who did you turn to for help 
when you were arrested for 
drunk driving?

Sam
(Fred)

My old attorney friend, Fern 
Laethem.  She was able to 
prove that I really wasn’t 
drunk that time.  

Diane
(Cameron)

An d wh at wo u l d h av e 
happened if she had not 
helped you?

Sam  (Fred) I would have gone to jail.
Diane
(Cameron)

So not all criminal defense 
attorneys are bad, right?

Sam
(Fred)

Well, sure.  There’s always at 
least one exception.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the 2nd student:]  What 
kind of law are you thinking 
of practicing?

Second Student
(Joel)

I was thinking of being either 
a divorce attorney or a 
personal injury attorney.

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s a difference?  Every 
time I’ve been personally 
injured, there was a divorce 
attorney involved.

Norm
(Steve)

[addressing the student]  You 
know,  it was so cold last 
winter in Boston that my 
divorce lawyer had his hands 
in his own pockets.

Cliff
(Richard)

The worst are the female 
family law lawyers.  You 
know the difference between 
a female lawyer and a pit 
bull?  [Pause]  Lipstick.

Sam
(Fred)

What i s the di f f er ence 
between a lawyer and a 
hooker?   The hooker stops 
screwing you when you’re 
dead. 

Diana
(Cameron)

I’m surprised at you three.  
Each one of you needed a 
lawyer to help you at one 
time or another.  Carla, how 
many divorce attorneys have 
you known?

Carla
(Kathryn)

Depends on what you mean 
by “known.”

Diane
(Cameron)

I mean how many attorneys 
represented you in your 
divorces.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Three, and one of them was 
my most recent ex-husband.

Diane
(Cameron)

And where would you have 
been without them? 

[Turning to Cliff]  Cliff, 
when you were bitten by that 
terrier, who got you the 
money to help pay for your 
medical expenses?

Cliff
(Richard)

My friend Bob Buccola.  He 
sure knows his way around a 
courtroom.  Just ask him.

Diane
(Cameron)

And without him, you would 
have had to pay the bills 
yourself, right?

Cliff
(Richard)

Yeah.

Norm
(Steve)

I remember Bob Buccola 
once asked me if I knew the 
difference between a boxing 
referee and an insurance 
defense attorney?  I didn’t. It 
turns out the boxing referee 
doesn’t get paid more for a 
longer fight.  Then Bob 
billed me.

Diane
(Cameron)

You needed the help of a 
personal injury attorney.  
And when your neighbor’s 
lawnmower threw a rock that 
broke the glass in your patio 
door, didn’t an attorney help 
you make your neighbor pay?

Norm
(Steve)

Hey, that’s right.  I forgot 
that.  I guess I really like 
lawyers [rolls eyes as he 
quaffs beer]. 
[To the 3rd student:]  So 
what kind of law are you 
thinking of practicing?

Third Student
(Michael)

I don’t know for sure, maybe 
a government lawyer--like a 
deputy county counsel.  They 
just seem to be so much more 
ethical.

Sam
(Fred)

Legal Ethics: the skinniest 
book ever published. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, Sammy, in point of 
fact, the skinniest book ever 
wasn’t about law at all.  In 
1724, Gunter von ..

Sam  (Fred) Save it, Cliff. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, anyway, everyone 
knows DAs are the only 
lawyers with any convictions.

Carla
(Kathryn)

And what’s the difference 
between a government lawyer 
and a bucket of cow manure? 

Frazier Crane (Joe) [entering]  The bucket.
Norm (Steve) Hey Frazier!  What brings 

you down to our little den of 
iniquity?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Not much, just thought I’d 
take a br eak f r om my 
harrowing day. 

Sam (Fred) Well, you missed our resident 
experts giving their best 
advice to these law students, 
here.

Cliff
(Richard)

Y o u ’ v e h a d a l o t o f 
professional interaction with 
l awy er s , h av en ’ t y o u ?  
What’s your take on the 
profession?

Frazier Crane (Joe) As a matter of fact, I just, for 
the third year in a row, came 
to speak to spouses and 
significant others of entering 
law students.

Diane
(Cameron)

What was that about?  

Frazier Crane (Joe) Well, the Dean asked me to 
talk to those people and warn 
them that the personalities of 
the students will change in 
law school.  They will get 
mor e aggr essive, mor e 
hostile, more precise, and 
more impatient. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Is that right?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Yes, indeed.  A well known 
occupat ional hazar d of 
lawyers is their tendency to 
become contentious and to 
develop associated traits of 
being arrogant, deceitful, and 
punitive. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

I bet  you don’t have a hard 
t i m e r e l a t i ng t o t hose 
patients.

Frazier Crane (Joe) Oh, my dear Carla, under 
that spiteful mask you show 
the world I’m sure there’s 
just a sad, wounded little girl, 
kicking people’s shins.

Anyway, I’ve never seen any 
other industry except, the 
movie business, that has so 
many stars.  Every lawyer 
thinks they are special and 
stars generally don’t think 
they need therapy, regardless 
of the troubles they are 
having in their professional 
and personal lives. 

Diane
(Cameron)

I thought you were involved 
with some sort of state board 
to help lawyers.

Frazier Crane (Joe) True. However, that wasn’t 
for therapy.  That was to 
assi st t hem wi t h t he i r 
r ampant pr oblems wi th 
substance abuse.  We help set 
up a diversion program.  The 
only thing more depressing 
than stressed out attorneys are 
lawyer s whose pr imary 
r e f e r en ce b o o k i s t h e 
Bartender’s Bible.

Cliff
(Richard)

That reminds me:  What do 
you call a smiling, sober, 
courteous person at a bar 
associat ion convent ion?         
The caterer.

Diane
(Cameron)

There you go again.  Every 
one of you needed the help of 
a lawyer at one time or 
another.  Why do you people 
insist upon picking on 
lawyers?  These jokes just 
make me want to sing.



Moderator
(Tom)

W e a r e n o w i n T h e 
Loophole, a bar similar to the 
Cheers bar in the television 
show. Around the bar,  are 
four people: Cliff and three 
law students.  Serving them 
are the bar’s owner, Sam, 
Diane, and a waitress, Carla. 
As the scene unfolds, another 
man walks into the bar.

Sam
(Fred)

Hey, Cliff, where’s your 
buddy, Norm?

Cliff
(Richard)

He’s over at court. He got a 
summons for jury duty.
[Norm enters]

Norm
(Steve)

Hello, everybody.

Everyone Norm!

Sam
(Fred)

So, Norm, are you a juror? 

Norm
(Steve)

Now you know, I’m a big 
fan of sitting down, but I’m 
smart enough not to stuck 
sitting on a jury.

Diane
(Cameron)

Did you find your experience 
o f t h e l e g a l s y s t e m 
u n s a t i s f a c t o r y t o d a y , 
Norman?

Norm
(Steve)

No, Diane.  I said I figured 
the guy would get what was 
coming to him and they let 
me go.   I’ve served my duty, 
he’ll serve his time and 
someone’ll serve me a cold 
beer.  Right, Sammy?

Cliff
(Richard)

Norm, these young folks here 
are law students to whom I 
have been imparting my 
knowledge and understanding 
of the Amer ican Legal 
System.  

Norm
(Steve)

That shouldn’t take too long. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

Yeah, when the lawyers are 
taking notes from the postal 
workers, you know we’re all 
screwed.

Sam
(Fred)

What kind of lawyers are you 
guys going to be?

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s only two kinds: lousy 
or eligible.  Come to think of 
it, they’re all lousy.

First Student
(Shannon)

I’m thinking of being a 
criminal defense lawyer.

Cliff
(Richard)

You know, when a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law before the perp (as we 
government types like to call 
them) gets arrested, he’s an 
accomplice.  When a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law after he gets caught, we 
call him a defense attorney.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the student] Do you 
k n o w w h a t w o r d b e s t 
describes a criminal lawyer?  
[Pause]  [Generalized NO 
f r o m t h e g r o u p . ]    
Redundant.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Hey Sammy, do you know 
the difference between a 
criminal defense lawyer and a 
catfish?  [Pause] One is a 
slimy, bottom dwelling scum 
sucker.  The other is a fish.

Diane
(Cameron)

Come on guys, you’re not 
being fair.  You all have 
really short memories.  Sam, 
who did you turn to for help 
when you were arrested for 
drunk driving?

Sam
(Fred)

My old attorney friend, Fern 
Laethem.  She was able to 
prove that I really wasn’t 
drunk that time.  

Diane
(Cameron)

An d wh at wo u l d h av e 
happened if she had not 
helped you?

Sam  (Fred) I would have gone to jail.
Diane
(Cameron)

So not all criminal defense 
attorneys are bad, right?

Sam
(Fred)

Well, sure.  There’s always at 
least one exception.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the 2nd student:]  What 
kind of law are you thinking 
of practicing?

Second Student
(Joel)

I was thinking of being either 
a divorce attorney or a 
personal injury attorney.

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s a difference?  Every 
time I’ve been personally 
injured, there was a divorce 
attorney involved.

Norm
(Steve)

[addressing the student]  You 
know,  it was so cold last 
winter in Boston that my 
divorce lawyer had his hands 
in his own pockets.

Cliff
(Richard)

The worst are the female 
family law lawyers.  You 
know the difference between 
a female lawyer and a pit 
bull?  [Pause]  Lipstick.

Sam
(Fred)

What i s the di f f er ence 
between a lawyer and a 
hooker?   The hooker stops 
screwing you when you’re 
dead. 

Diana
(Cameron)

I’m surprised at you three.  
Each one of you needed a 
lawyer to help you at one 
time or another.  Carla, how 
many divorce attorneys have 
you known?

Carla
(Kathryn)

Depends on what you mean 
by “known.”

Diane
(Cameron)

I mean how many attorneys 
represented you in your 
divorces.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Three, and one of them was 
my most recent ex-husband.

Diane
(Cameron)

And where would you have 
been without them? 

[Turning to Cliff]  Cliff, 
when you were bitten by that 
terrier, who got you the 
money to help pay for your 
medical expenses?

Cliff
(Richard)

My friend Bob Buccola.  He 
sure knows his way around a 
courtroom.  Just ask him.

Diane
(Cameron)

And without him, you would 
have had to pay the bills 
yourself, right?

Cliff
(Richard)

Yeah.

Norm
(Steve)

I remember Bob Buccola 
once asked me if I knew the 
difference between a boxing 
referee and an insurance 
defense attorney?  I didn’t. It 
turns out the boxing referee 
doesn’t get paid more for a 
longer fight.  Then Bob 
billed me.

Diane
(Cameron)

You needed the help of a 
personal injury attorney.  
And when your neighbor’s 
lawnmower threw a rock that 
broke the glass in your patio 
door, didn’t an attorney help 
you make your neighbor pay?

Norm
(Steve)

Hey, that’s right.  I forgot 
that.  I guess I really like 
lawyers [rolls eyes as he 
quaffs beer]. 
[To the 3rd student:]  So 
what kind of law are you 
thinking of practicing?

Third Student
(Michael)

I don’t know for sure, maybe 
a government lawyer--like a 
deputy county counsel.  They 
just seem to be so much more 
ethical.

Sam
(Fred)

Legal Ethics: the skinniest 
book ever published. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, Sammy, in point of 
fact, the skinniest book ever 
wasn’t about law at all.  In 
1724, Gunter von ..

Sam  (Fred) Save it, Cliff. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, anyway, everyone 
knows DAs are the only 
lawyers with any convictions.

Carla
(Kathryn)

And what’s the difference 
between a government lawyer 
and a bucket of cow manure? 

Frazier Crane (Joe) [entering]  The bucket.
Norm (Steve) Hey Frazier!  What brings 

you down to our little den of 
iniquity?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Not much, just thought I’d 
take a br eak f r om my 
harrowing day. 

Sam (Fred) Well, you missed our resident 
experts giving their best 
advice to these law students, 
here.

Cliff
(Richard)

Y o u ’ v e h a d a l o t o f 
professional interaction with 
l awy er s , h av en ’ t y o u ?  
What’s your take on the 
profession?

Frazier Crane (Joe) As a matter of fact, I just, for 
the third year in a row, came 
to speak to spouses and 
significant others of entering 
law students.

Diane
(Cameron)

What was that about?  

Frazier Crane (Joe) Well, the Dean asked me to 
talk to those people and warn 
them that the personalities of 
the students will change in 
law school.  They will get 
mor e aggr essive, mor e 
hostile, more precise, and 
more impatient. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Is that right?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Yes, indeed.  A well known 
occupat ional hazar d of 
lawyers is their tendency to 
become contentious and to 
develop associated traits of 
being arrogant, deceitful, and 
punitive. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

I bet  you don’t have a hard 
t i m e r e l a t i ng t o t hose 
patients.

Frazier Crane (Joe) Oh, my dear Carla, under 
that spiteful mask you show 
the world I’m sure there’s 
just a sad, wounded little girl, 
kicking people’s shins.

Anyway, I’ve never seen any 
other industry except, the 
movie business, that has so 
many stars.  Every lawyer 
thinks they are special and 
stars generally don’t think 
they need therapy, regardless 
of the troubles they are 
having in their professional 
and personal lives. 

Diane
(Cameron)

I thought you were involved 
with some sort of state board 
to help lawyers.

Frazier Crane (Joe) True. However, that wasn’t 
for therapy.  That was to 
assi st t hem wi t h t he i r 
r ampant pr oblems wi th 
substance abuse.  We help set 
up a diversion program.  The 
only thing more depressing 
than stressed out attorneys are 
lawyer s whose pr imary 
r e f e r en ce b o o k i s t h e 
Bartender’s Bible.

Cliff
(Richard)

That reminds me:  What do 
you call a smiling, sober, 
courteous person at a bar 
associat ion convent ion?         
The caterer.

Diane
(Cameron)

There you go again.  Every 
one of you needed the help of 
a lawyer at one time or 
another.  Why do you people 
insist upon picking on 
lawyers?  These jokes just 
make me want to sing.



Moderator
(Tom)

W e a r e n o w i n T h e 
Loophole, a bar similar to the 
Cheers bar in the television 
show. Around the bar,  are 
four people: Cliff and three 
law students.  Serving them 
are the bar’s owner, Sam, 
Diane, and a waitress, Carla. 
As the scene unfolds, another 
man walks into the bar.

Sam
(Fred)

Hey, Cliff, where’s your 
buddy, Norm?

Cliff
(Richard)

He’s over at court. He got a 
summons for jury duty.
[Norm enters]

Norm
(Steve)

Hello, everybody.

Everyone Norm!

Sam
(Fred)

So, Norm, are you a juror? 

Norm
(Steve)

Now you know, I’m a big 
fan of sitting down, but I’m 
smart enough not to stuck 
sitting on a jury.

Diane
(Cameron)

Did you find your experience 
o f t h e l e g a l s y s t e m 
u n s a t i s f a c t o r y t o d a y , 
Norman?

Norm
(Steve)

No, Diane.  I said I figured 
the guy would get what was 
coming to him and they let 
me go.   I’ve served my duty, 
he’ll serve his time and 
someone’ll serve me a cold 
beer.  Right, Sammy?

Cliff
(Richard)

Norm, these young folks here 
are law students to whom I 
have been imparting my 
knowledge and understanding 
of the Amer ican Legal 
System.  

Norm
(Steve)

That shouldn’t take too long. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

Yeah, when the lawyers are 
taking notes from the postal 
workers, you know we’re all 
screwed.

Sam
(Fred)

What kind of lawyers are you 
guys going to be?

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s only two kinds: lousy 
or eligible.  Come to think of 
it, they’re all lousy.

First Student
(Shannon)

I’m thinking of being a 
criminal defense lawyer.

Cliff
(Richard)

You know, when a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law before the perp (as we 
government types like to call 
them) gets arrested, he’s an 
accomplice.  When a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law after he gets caught, we 
call him a defense attorney.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the student] Do you 
k n o w w h a t w o r d b e s t 
describes a criminal lawyer?  
[Pause]  [Generalized NO 
f r o m t h e g r o u p . ]    
Redundant.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Hey Sammy, do you know 
the difference between a 
criminal defense lawyer and a 
catfish?  [Pause] One is a 
slimy, bottom dwelling scum 
sucker.  The other is a fish.

Diane
(Cameron)

Come on guys, you’re not 
being fair.  You all have 
really short memories.  Sam, 
who did you turn to for help 
when you were arrested for 
drunk driving?

Sam
(Fred)

My old attorney friend, Fern 
Laethem.  She was able to 
prove that I really wasn’t 
drunk that time.  

Diane
(Cameron)

An d wh at wo u l d h av e 
happened if she had not 
helped you?

Sam  (Fred) I would have gone to jail.
Diane
(Cameron)

So not all criminal defense 
attorneys are bad, right?

Sam
(Fred)

Well, sure.  There’s always at 
least one exception.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the 2nd student:]  What 
kind of law are you thinking 
of practicing?

Second Student
(Joel)

I was thinking of being either 
a divorce attorney or a 
personal injury attorney.

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s a difference?  Every 
time I’ve been personally 
injured, there was a divorce 
attorney involved.

Norm
(Steve)

[addressing the student]  You 
know,  it was so cold last 
winter in Boston that my 
divorce lawyer had his hands 
in his own pockets.

Cliff
(Richard)

The worst are the female 
family law lawyers.  You 
know the difference between 
a female lawyer and a pit 
bull?  [Pause]  Lipstick.

Sam
(Fred)

What i s the di f f er ence 
between a lawyer and a 
hooker?   The hooker stops 
screwing you when you’re 
dead. 

Diana
(Cameron)

I’m surprised at you three.  
Each one of you needed a 
lawyer to help you at one 
time or another.  Carla, how 
many divorce attorneys have 
you known?

Carla
(Kathryn)

Depends on what you mean 
by “known.”

Diane
(Cameron)

I mean how many attorneys 
represented you in your 
divorces.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Three, and one of them was 
my most recent ex-husband.

Diane
(Cameron)

And where would you have 
been without them? 

[Turning to Cliff]  Cliff, 
when you were bitten by that 
terrier, who got you the 
money to help pay for your 
medical expenses?

Cliff
(Richard)

My friend Bob Buccola.  He 
sure knows his way around a 
courtroom.  Just ask him.

Diane
(Cameron)

And without him, you would 
have had to pay the bills 
yourself, right?

Cliff
(Richard)

Yeah.

Norm
(Steve)

I remember Bob Buccola 
once asked me if I knew the 
difference between a boxing 
referee and an insurance 
defense attorney?  I didn’t. It 
turns out the boxing referee 
doesn’t get paid more for a 
longer fight.  Then Bob 
billed me.

Diane
(Cameron)

You needed the help of a 
personal injury attorney.  
And when your neighbor’s 
lawnmower threw a rock that 
broke the glass in your patio 
door, didn’t an attorney help 
you make your neighbor pay?

Norm
(Steve)

Hey, that’s right.  I forgot 
that.  I guess I really like 
lawyers [rolls eyes as he 
quaffs beer]. 
[To the 3rd student:]  So 
what kind of law are you 
thinking of practicing?

Third Student
(Michael)

I don’t know for sure, maybe 
a government lawyer--like a 
deputy county counsel.  They 
just seem to be so much more 
ethical.

Sam
(Fred)

Legal Ethics: the skinniest 
book ever published. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, Sammy, in point of 
fact, the skinniest book ever 
wasn’t about law at all.  In 
1724, Gunter von ..

Sam  (Fred) Save it, Cliff. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, anyway, everyone 
knows DAs are the only 
lawyers with any convictions.

Carla
(Kathryn)

And what’s the difference 
between a government lawyer 
and a bucket of cow manure? 

Frazier Crane (Joe) [entering]  The bucket.
Norm (Steve) Hey Frazier!  What brings 

you down to our little den of 
iniquity?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Not much, just thought I’d 
take a br eak f r om my 
harrowing day. 

Sam (Fred) Well, you missed our resident 
experts giving their best 
advice to these law students, 
here.

Cliff
(Richard)

Y o u ’ v e h a d a l o t o f 
professional interaction with 
l awy er s , h av en ’ t y o u ?  
What’s your take on the 
profession?

Frazier Crane (Joe) As a matter of fact, I just, for 
the third year in a row, came 
to speak to spouses and 
significant others of entering 
law students.

Diane
(Cameron)

What was that about?  

Frazier Crane (Joe) Well, the Dean asked me to 
talk to those people and warn 
them that the personalities of 
the students will change in 
law school.  They will get 
mor e aggr essive, mor e 
hostile, more precise, and 
more impatient. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Is that right?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Yes, indeed.  A well known 
occupat ional hazar d of 
lawyers is their tendency to 
become contentious and to 
develop associated traits of 
being arrogant, deceitful, and 
punitive. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

I bet  you don’t have a hard 
t i m e r e l a t i ng t o t hose 
patients.

Frazier Crane (Joe) Oh, my dear Carla, under 
that spiteful mask you show 
the world I’m sure there’s 
just a sad, wounded little girl, 
kicking people’s shins.

Anyway, I’ve never seen any 
other industry except, the 
movie business, that has so 
many stars.  Every lawyer 
thinks they are special and 
stars generally don’t think 
they need therapy, regardless 
of the troubles they are 
having in their professional 
and personal lives. 

Diane
(Cameron)

I thought you were involved 
with some sort of state board 
to help lawyers.

Frazier Crane (Joe) True. However, that wasn’t 
for therapy.  That was to 
assi st t hem wi t h t he i r 
r ampant pr oblems wi th 
substance abuse.  We help set 
up a diversion program.  The 
only thing more depressing 
than stressed out attorneys are 
lawyer s whose pr imary 
r e f e r en ce b o o k i s t h e 
Bartender’s Bible.

Cliff
(Richard)

That reminds me:  What do 
you call a smiling, sober, 
courteous person at a bar 
associat ion convent ion?         
The caterer.

Diane
(Cameron)

There you go again.  Every 
one of you needed the help of 
a lawyer at one time or 
another.  Why do you people 
insist upon picking on 
lawyers?  These jokes just 
make me want to sing.



Moderator
(Tom)

W e a r e n o w i n T h e 
Loophole, a bar similar to the 
Cheers bar in the television 
show. Around the bar,  are 
four people: Cliff and three 
law students.  Serving them 
are the bar’s owner, Sam, 
Diane, and a waitress, Carla. 
As the scene unfolds, another 
man walks into the bar.

Sam
(Fred)

Hey, Cliff, where’s your 
buddy, Norm?

Cliff
(Richard)

He’s over at court. He got a 
summons for jury duty.
[Norm enters]

Norm
(Steve)

Hello, everybody.

Everyone Norm!

Sam
(Fred)

So, Norm, are you a juror? 

Norm
(Steve)

Now you know, I’m a big 
fan of sitting down, but I’m 
smart enough not to stuck 
sitting on a jury.

Diane
(Cameron)

Did you find your experience 
o f t h e l e g a l s y s t e m 
u n s a t i s f a c t o r y t o d a y , 
Norman?

Norm
(Steve)

No, Diane.  I said I figured 
the guy would get what was 
coming to him and they let 
me go.   I’ve served my duty, 
he’ll serve his time and 
someone’ll serve me a cold 
beer.  Right, Sammy?

Cliff
(Richard)

Norm, these young folks here 
are law students to whom I 
have been imparting my 
knowledge and understanding 
of the Amer ican Legal 
System.  

Norm
(Steve)

That shouldn’t take too long. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

Yeah, when the lawyers are 
taking notes from the postal 
workers, you know we’re all 
screwed.

Sam
(Fred)

What kind of lawyers are you 
guys going to be?

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s only two kinds: lousy 
or eligible.  Come to think of 
it, they’re all lousy.

First Student
(Shannon)

I’m thinking of being a 
criminal defense lawyer.

Cliff
(Richard)

You know, when a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law before the perp (as we 
government types like to call 
them) gets arrested, he’s an 
accomplice.  When a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law after he gets caught, we 
call him a defense attorney.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the student] Do you 
k n o w w h a t w o r d b e s t 
describes a criminal lawyer?  
[Pause]  [Generalized NO 
f r o m t h e g r o u p . ]    
Redundant.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Hey Sammy, do you know 
the difference between a 
criminal defense lawyer and a 
catfish?  [Pause] One is a 
slimy, bottom dwelling scum 
sucker.  The other is a fish.

Diane
(Cameron)

Come on guys, you’re not 
being fair.  You all have 
really short memories.  Sam, 
who did you turn to for help 
when you were arrested for 
drunk driving?

Sam
(Fred)

My old attorney friend, Fern 
Laethem.  She was able to 
prove that I really wasn’t 
drunk that time.  

Diane
(Cameron)

An d wh at wo u l d h av e 
happened if she had not 
helped you?

Sam  (Fred) I would have gone to jail.
Diane
(Cameron)

So not all criminal defense 
attorneys are bad, right?

Sam
(Fred)

Well, sure.  There’s always at 
least one exception.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the 2nd student:]  What 
kind of law are you thinking 
of practicing?

Second Student
(Joel)

I was thinking of being either 
a divorce attorney or a 
personal injury attorney.

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s a difference?  Every 
time I’ve been personally 
injured, there was a divorce 
attorney involved.

Norm
(Steve)

[addressing the student]  You 
know,  it was so cold last 
winter in Boston that my 
divorce lawyer had his hands 
in his own pockets.

Cliff
(Richard)

The worst are the female 
family law lawyers.  You 
know the difference between 
a female lawyer and a pit 
bull?  [Pause]  Lipstick.

Sam
(Fred)

What i s the di f f er ence 
between a lawyer and a 
hooker?   The hooker stops 
screwing you when you’re 
dead. 

Diana
(Cameron)

I’m surprised at you three.  
Each one of you needed a 
lawyer to help you at one 
time or another.  Carla, how 
many divorce attorneys have 
you known?

Carla
(Kathryn)

Depends on what you mean 
by “known.”

Diane
(Cameron)

I mean how many attorneys 
represented you in your 
divorces.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Three, and one of them was 
my most recent ex-husband.

Diane
(Cameron)

And where would you have 
been without them? 

[Turning to Cliff]  Cliff, 
when you were bitten by that 
terrier, who got you the 
money to help pay for your 
medical expenses?

Cliff
(Richard)

My friend Bob Buccola.  He 
sure knows his way around a 
courtroom.  Just ask him.

Diane
(Cameron)

And without him, you would 
have had to pay the bills 
yourself, right?

Cliff
(Richard)

Yeah.

Norm
(Steve)

I remember Bob Buccola 
once asked me if I knew the 
difference between a boxing 
referee and an insurance 
defense attorney?  I didn’t. It 
turns out the boxing referee 
doesn’t get paid more for a 
longer fight.  Then Bob 
billed me.

Diane
(Cameron)

You needed the help of a 
personal injury attorney.  
And when your neighbor’s 
lawnmower threw a rock that 
broke the glass in your patio 
door, didn’t an attorney help 
you make your neighbor pay?

Norm
(Steve)

Hey, that’s right.  I forgot 
that.  I guess I really like 
lawyers [rolls eyes as he 
quaffs beer]. 
[To the 3rd student:]  So 
what kind of law are you 
thinking of practicing?

Third Student
(Michael)

I don’t know for sure, maybe 
a government lawyer--like a 
deputy county counsel.  They 
just seem to be so much more 
ethical.

Sam
(Fred)

Legal Ethics: the skinniest 
book ever published. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, Sammy, in point of 
fact, the skinniest book ever 
wasn’t about law at all.  In 
1724, Gunter von ..

Sam  (Fred) Save it, Cliff. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, anyway, everyone 
knows DAs are the only 
lawyers with any convictions.

Carla
(Kathryn)

And what’s the difference 
between a government lawyer 
and a bucket of cow manure? 

Frazier Crane (Joe) [entering]  The bucket.
Norm (Steve) Hey Frazier!  What brings 

you down to our little den of 
iniquity?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Not much, just thought I’d 
take a br eak f r om my 
harrowing day. 

Sam (Fred) Well, you missed our resident 
experts giving their best 
advice to these law students, 
here.

Cliff
(Richard)

Y o u ’ v e h a d a l o t o f 
professional interaction with 
l awy er s , h av en ’ t y o u ?  
What’s your take on the 
profession?

Frazier Crane (Joe) As a matter of fact, I just, for 
the third year in a row, came 
to speak to spouses and 
significant others of entering 
law students.

Diane
(Cameron)

What was that about?  

Frazier Crane (Joe) Well, the Dean asked me to 
talk to those people and warn 
them that the personalities of 
the students will change in 
law school.  They will get 
mor e aggr essive, mor e 
hostile, more precise, and 
more impatient. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Is that right?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Yes, indeed.  A well known 
occupat ional hazar d of 
lawyers is their tendency to 
become contentious and to 
develop associated traits of 
being arrogant, deceitful, and 
punitive. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

I bet  you don’t have a hard 
t i m e r e l a t i ng t o t hose 
patients.

Frazier Crane (Joe) Oh, my dear Carla, under 
that spiteful mask you show 
the world I’m sure there’s 
just a sad, wounded little girl, 
kicking people’s shins.

Anyway, I’ve never seen any 
other industry except, the 
movie business, that has so 
many stars.  Every lawyer 
thinks they are special and 
stars generally don’t think 
they need therapy, regardless 
of the troubles they are 
having in their professional 
and personal lives. 

Diane
(Cameron)

I thought you were involved 
with some sort of state board 
to help lawyers.

Frazier Crane (Joe) True. However, that wasn’t 
for therapy.  That was to 
assi st t hem wi t h t he i r 
r ampant pr oblems wi th 
substance abuse.  We help set 
up a diversion program.  The 
only thing more depressing 
than stressed out attorneys are 
lawyer s whose pr imary 
r e f e r en ce b o o k i s t h e 
Bartender’s Bible.

Cliff
(Richard)

That reminds me:  What do 
you call a smiling, sober, 
courteous person at a bar 
associat ion convent ion?         
The caterer.

Diane
(Cameron)

There you go again.  Every 
one of you needed the help of 
a lawyer at one time or 
another.  Why do you people 
insist upon picking on 
lawyers?  These jokes just 
make me want to sing.



Moderator
(Tom)

W e a r e n o w i n T h e 
Loophole, a bar similar to the 
Cheers bar in the television 
show. Around the bar,  are 
four people: Cliff and three 
law students.  Serving them 
are the bar’s owner, Sam, 
Diane, and a waitress, Carla. 
As the scene unfolds, another 
man walks into the bar.

Sam
(Fred)

Hey, Cliff, where’s your 
buddy, Norm?

Cliff
(Richard)

He’s over at court. He got a 
summons for jury duty.
[Norm enters]

Norm
(Steve)

Hello, everybody.

Everyone Norm!

Sam
(Fred)

So, Norm, are you a juror? 

Norm
(Steve)

Now you know, I’m a big 
fan of sitting down, but I’m 
smart enough not to stuck 
sitting on a jury.

Diane
(Cameron)

Did you find your experience 
o f t h e l e g a l s y s t e m 
u n s a t i s f a c t o r y t o d a y , 
Norman?

Norm
(Steve)

No, Diane.  I said I figured 
the guy would get what was 
coming to him and they let 
me go.   I’ve served my duty, 
he’ll serve his time and 
someone’ll serve me a cold 
beer.  Right, Sammy?

Cliff
(Richard)

Norm, these young folks here 
are law students to whom I 
have been imparting my 
knowledge and understanding 
of the Amer ican Legal 
System.  

Norm
(Steve)

That shouldn’t take too long. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

Yeah, when the lawyers are 
taking notes from the postal 
workers, you know we’re all 
screwed.

Sam
(Fred)

What kind of lawyers are you 
guys going to be?

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s only two kinds: lousy 
or eligible.  Come to think of 
it, they’re all lousy.

First Student
(Shannon)

I’m thinking of being a 
criminal defense lawyer.

Cliff
(Richard)

You know, when a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law before the perp (as we 
government types like to call 
them) gets arrested, he’s an 
accomplice.  When a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law after he gets caught, we 
call him a defense attorney.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the student] Do you 
k n o w w h a t w o r d b e s t 
describes a criminal lawyer?  
[Pause]  [Generalized NO 
f r o m t h e g r o u p . ]    
Redundant.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Hey Sammy, do you know 
the difference between a 
criminal defense lawyer and a 
catfish?  [Pause] One is a 
slimy, bottom dwelling scum 
sucker.  The other is a fish.

Diane
(Cameron)

Come on guys, you’re not 
being fair.  You all have 
really short memories.  Sam, 
who did you turn to for help 
when you were arrested for 
drunk driving?

Sam
(Fred)

My old attorney friend, Fern 
Laethem.  She was able to 
prove that I really wasn’t 
drunk that time.  

Diane
(Cameron)

An d wh at wo u l d h av e 
happened if she had not 
helped you?

Sam  (Fred) I would have gone to jail.
Diane
(Cameron)

So not all criminal defense 
attorneys are bad, right?

Sam
(Fred)

Well, sure.  There’s always at 
least one exception.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the 2nd student:]  What 
kind of law are you thinking 
of practicing?

Second Student
(Joel)

I was thinking of being either 
a divorce attorney or a 
personal injury attorney.

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s a difference?  Every 
time I’ve been personally 
injured, there was a divorce 
attorney involved.

Norm
(Steve)

[addressing the student]  You 
know,  it was so cold last 
winter in Boston that my 
divorce lawyer had his hands 
in his own pockets.

Cliff
(Richard)

The worst are the female 
family law lawyers.  You 
know the difference between 
a female lawyer and a pit 
bull?  [Pause]  Lipstick.

Sam
(Fred)

What i s the di f f er ence 
between a lawyer and a 
hooker?   The hooker stops 
screwing you when you’re 
dead. 

Diana
(Cameron)

I’m surprised at you three.  
Each one of you needed a 
lawyer to help you at one 
time or another.  Carla, how 
many divorce attorneys have 
you known?

Carla
(Kathryn)

Depends on what you mean 
by “known.”

Diane
(Cameron)

I mean how many attorneys 
represented you in your 
divorces.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Three, and one of them was 
my most recent ex-husband.

Diane
(Cameron)

And where would you have 
been without them? 

[Turning to Cliff]  Cliff, 
when you were bitten by that 
terrier, who got you the 
money to help pay for your 
medical expenses?

Cliff
(Richard)

My friend Bob Buccola.  He 
sure knows his way around a 
courtroom.  Just ask him.

Diane
(Cameron)

And without him, you would 
have had to pay the bills 
yourself, right?

Cliff
(Richard)

Yeah.

Norm
(Steve)

I remember Bob Buccola 
once asked me if I knew the 
difference between a boxing 
referee and an insurance 
defense attorney?  I didn’t. It 
turns out the boxing referee 
doesn’t get paid more for a 
longer fight.  Then Bob 
billed me.

Diane
(Cameron)

You needed the help of a 
personal injury attorney.  
And when your neighbor’s 
lawnmower threw a rock that 
broke the glass in your patio 
door, didn’t an attorney help 
you make your neighbor pay?

Norm
(Steve)

Hey, that’s right.  I forgot 
that.  I guess I really like 
lawyers [rolls eyes as he 
quaffs beer]. 
[To the 3rd student:]  So 
what kind of law are you 
thinking of practicing?

Third Student
(Michael)

I don’t know for sure, maybe 
a government lawyer--like a 
deputy county counsel.  They 
just seem to be so much more 
ethical.

Sam
(Fred)

Legal Ethics: the skinniest 
book ever published. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, Sammy, in point of 
fact, the skinniest book ever 
wasn’t about law at all.  In 
1724, Gunter von ..

Sam  (Fred) Save it, Cliff. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, anyway, everyone 
knows DAs are the only 
lawyers with any convictions.

Carla
(Kathryn)

And what’s the difference 
between a government lawyer 
and a bucket of cow manure? 

Frazier Crane (Joe) [entering]  The bucket.
Norm (Steve) Hey Frazier!  What brings 

you down to our little den of 
iniquity?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Not much, just thought I’d 
take a br eak f r om my 
harrowing day. 

Sam (Fred) Well, you missed our resident 
experts giving their best 
advice to these law students, 
here.

Cliff
(Richard)

Y o u ’ v e h a d a l o t o f 
professional interaction with 
l awy er s , h av en ’ t y o u ?  
What’s your take on the 
profession?

Frazier Crane (Joe) As a matter of fact, I just, for 
the third year in a row, came 
to speak to spouses and 
significant others of entering 
law students.

Diane
(Cameron)

What was that about?  

Frazier Crane (Joe) Well, the Dean asked me to 
talk to those people and warn 
them that the personalities of 
the students will change in 
law school.  They will get 
mor e aggr essive, mor e 
hostile, more precise, and 
more impatient. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Is that right?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Yes, indeed.  A well known 
occupat ional hazar d of 
lawyers is their tendency to 
become contentious and to 
develop associated traits of 
being arrogant, deceitful, and 
punitive. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

I bet  you don’t have a hard 
t i m e r e l a t i ng t o t hose 
patients.

Frazier Crane (Joe) Oh, my dear Carla, under 
that spiteful mask you show 
the world I’m sure there’s 
just a sad, wounded little girl, 
kicking people’s shins.

Anyway, I’ve never seen any 
other industry except, the 
movie business, that has so 
many stars.  Every lawyer 
thinks they are special and 
stars generally don’t think 
they need therapy, regardless 
of the troubles they are 
having in their professional 
and personal lives. 

Diane
(Cameron)

I thought you were involved 
with some sort of state board 
to help lawyers.

Frazier Crane (Joe) True. However, that wasn’t 
for therapy.  That was to 
assi st t hem wi t h t he i r 
r ampant pr oblems wi th 
substance abuse.  We help set 
up a diversion program.  The 
only thing more depressing 
than stressed out attorneys are 
lawyer s whose pr imary 
r e f e r en ce b o o k i s t h e 
Bartender’s Bible.

Cliff
(Richard)

That reminds me:  What do 
you call a smiling, sober, 
courteous person at a bar 
associat ion convent ion?         
The caterer.

Diane
(Cameron)

There you go again.  Every 
one of you needed the help of 
a lawyer at one time or 
another.  Why do you people 
insist upon picking on 
lawyers?  These jokes just 
make me want to sing.



Moderator
(Tom)

W e a r e n o w i n T h e 
Loophole, a bar similar to the 
Cheers bar in the television 
show. Around the bar,  are 
four people: Cliff and three 
law students.  Serving them 
are the bar’s owner, Sam, 
Diane, and a waitress, Carla. 
As the scene unfolds, another 
man walks into the bar.

Sam
(Fred)

Hey, Cliff, where’s your 
buddy, Norm?

Cliff
(Richard)

He’s over at court. He got a 
summons for jury duty.
[Norm enters]

Norm
(Steve)

Hello, everybody.

Everyone Norm!

Sam
(Fred)

So, Norm, are you a juror? 

Norm
(Steve)

Now you know, I’m a big 
fan of sitting down, but I’m 
smart enough not to stuck 
sitting on a jury.

Diane
(Cameron)

Did you find your experience 
o f t h e l e g a l s y s t e m 
u n s a t i s f a c t o r y t o d a y , 
Norman?

Norm
(Steve)

No, Diane.  I said I figured 
the guy would get what was 
coming to him and they let 
me go.   I’ve served my duty, 
he’ll serve his time and 
someone’ll serve me a cold 
beer.  Right, Sammy?

Cliff
(Richard)

Norm, these young folks here 
are law students to whom I 
have been imparting my 
knowledge and understanding 
of the Amer ican Legal 
System.  

Norm
(Steve)

That shouldn’t take too long. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

Yeah, when the lawyers are 
taking notes from the postal 
workers, you know we’re all 
screwed.

Sam
(Fred)

What kind of lawyers are you 
guys going to be?

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s only two kinds: lousy 
or eligible.  Come to think of 
it, they’re all lousy.

First Student
(Shannon)

I’m thinking of being a 
criminal defense lawyer.

Cliff
(Richard)

You know, when a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law before the perp (as we 
government types like to call 
them) gets arrested, he’s an 
accomplice.  When a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law after he gets caught, we 
call him a defense attorney.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the student] Do you 
k n o w w h a t w o r d b e s t 
describes a criminal lawyer?  
[Pause]  [Generalized NO 
f r o m t h e g r o u p . ]    
Redundant.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Hey Sammy, do you know 
the difference between a 
criminal defense lawyer and a 
catfish?  [Pause] One is a 
slimy, bottom dwelling scum 
sucker.  The other is a fish.

Diane
(Cameron)

Come on guys, you’re not 
being fair.  You all have 
really short memories.  Sam, 
who did you turn to for help 
when you were arrested for 
drunk driving?

Sam
(Fred)

My old attorney friend, Fern 
Laethem.  She was able to 
prove that I really wasn’t 
drunk that time.  

Diane
(Cameron)

An d wh at wo u l d h av e 
happened if she had not 
helped you?

Sam  (Fred) I would have gone to jail.
Diane
(Cameron)

So not all criminal defense 
attorneys are bad, right?

Sam
(Fred)

Well, sure.  There’s always at 
least one exception.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the 2nd student:]  What 
kind of law are you thinking 
of practicing?

Second Student
(Joel)

I was thinking of being either 
a divorce attorney or a 
personal injury attorney.

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s a difference?  Every 
time I’ve been personally 
injured, there was a divorce 
attorney involved.

Norm
(Steve)

[addressing the student]  You 
know,  it was so cold last 
winter in Boston that my 
divorce lawyer had his hands 
in his own pockets.

Cliff
(Richard)

The worst are the female 
family law lawyers.  You 
know the difference between 
a female lawyer and a pit 
bull?  [Pause]  Lipstick.

Sam
(Fred)

What i s the di f f er ence 
between a lawyer and a 
hooker?   The hooker stops 
screwing you when you’re 
dead. 

Diana
(Cameron)

I’m surprised at you three.  
Each one of you needed a 
lawyer to help you at one 
time or another.  Carla, how 
many divorce attorneys have 
you known?

Carla
(Kathryn)

Depends on what you mean 
by “known.”

Diane
(Cameron)

I mean how many attorneys 
represented you in your 
divorces.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Three, and one of them was 
my most recent ex-husband.

Diane
(Cameron)

And where would you have 
been without them? 

[Turning to Cliff]  Cliff, 
when you were bitten by that 
terrier, who got you the 
money to help pay for your 
medical expenses?

Cliff
(Richard)

My friend Bob Buccola.  He 
sure knows his way around a 
courtroom.  Just ask him.

Diane
(Cameron)

And without him, you would 
have had to pay the bills 
yourself, right?

Cliff
(Richard)

Yeah.

Norm
(Steve)

I remember Bob Buccola 
once asked me if I knew the 
difference between a boxing 
referee and an insurance 
defense attorney?  I didn’t. It 
turns out the boxing referee 
doesn’t get paid more for a 
longer fight.  Then Bob 
billed me.

Diane
(Cameron)

You needed the help of a 
personal injury attorney.  
And when your neighbor’s 
lawnmower threw a rock that 
broke the glass in your patio 
door, didn’t an attorney help 
you make your neighbor pay?

Norm
(Steve)

Hey, that’s right.  I forgot 
that.  I guess I really like 
lawyers [rolls eyes as he 
quaffs beer]. 
[To the 3rd student:]  So 
what kind of law are you 
thinking of practicing?

Third Student
(Michael)

I don’t know for sure, maybe 
a government lawyer--like a 
deputy county counsel.  They 
just seem to be so much more 
ethical.

Sam
(Fred)

Legal Ethics: the skinniest 
book ever published. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, Sammy, in point of 
fact, the skinniest book ever 
wasn’t about law at all.  In 
1724, Gunter von ..

Sam  (Fred) Save it, Cliff. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, anyway, everyone 
knows DAs are the only 
lawyers with any convictions.

Carla
(Kathryn)

And what’s the difference 
between a government lawyer 
and a bucket of cow manure? 

Frazier Crane (Joe) [entering]  The bucket.
Norm (Steve) Hey Frazier!  What brings 

you down to our little den of 
iniquity?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Not much, just thought I’d 
take a br eak f r om my 
harrowing day. 

Sam (Fred) Well, you missed our resident 
experts giving their best 
advice to these law students, 
here.

Cliff
(Richard)

Y o u ’ v e h a d a l o t o f 
professional interaction with 
l awy er s , h av en ’ t y o u ?  
What’s your take on the 
profession?

Frazier Crane (Joe) As a matter of fact, I just, for 
the third year in a row, came 
to speak to spouses and 
significant others of entering 
law students.

Diane
(Cameron)

What was that about?  

Frazier Crane (Joe) Well, the Dean asked me to 
talk to those people and warn 
them that the personalities of 
the students will change in 
law school.  They will get 
mor e aggr essive, mor e 
hostile, more precise, and 
more impatient. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Is that right?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Yes, indeed.  A well known 
occupat ional hazar d of 
lawyers is their tendency to 
become contentious and to 
develop associated traits of 
being arrogant, deceitful, and 
punitive. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

I bet  you don’t have a hard 
t i m e r e l a t i ng t o t hose 
patients.

Frazier Crane (Joe) Oh, my dear Carla, under 
that spiteful mask you show 
the world I’m sure there’s 
just a sad, wounded little girl, 
kicking people’s shins.

Anyway, I’ve never seen any 
other industry except, the 
movie business, that has so 
many stars.  Every lawyer 
thinks they are special and 
stars generally don’t think 
they need therapy, regardless 
of the troubles they are 
having in their professional 
and personal lives. 

Diane
(Cameron)

I thought you were involved 
with some sort of state board 
to help lawyers.

Frazier Crane (Joe) True. However, that wasn’t 
for therapy.  That was to 
assi st t hem wi t h t he i r 
r ampant pr oblems wi th 
substance abuse.  We help set 
up a diversion program.  The 
only thing more depressing 
than stressed out attorneys are 
lawyer s whose pr imary 
r e f e r en ce b o o k i s t h e 
Bartender’s Bible.

Cliff
(Richard)

That reminds me:  What do 
you call a smiling, sober, 
courteous person at a bar 
associat ion convent ion?         
The caterer.

Diane
(Cameron)

There you go again.  Every 
one of you needed the help of 
a lawyer at one time or 
another.  Why do you people 
insist upon picking on 
lawyers?  These jokes just 
make me want to sing.



Moderator
(Tom)

W e a r e n o w i n T h e 
Loophole, a bar similar to the 
Cheers bar in the television 
show. Around the bar,  are 
four people: Cliff and three 
law students.  Serving them 
are the bar’s owner, Sam, 
Diane, and a waitress, Carla. 
As the scene unfolds, another 
man walks into the bar.

Sam
(Fred)

Hey, Cliff, where’s your 
buddy, Norm?

Cliff
(Richard)

He’s over at court. He got a 
summons for jury duty.
[Norm enters]

Norm
(Steve)

Hello, everybody.

Everyone Norm!

Sam
(Fred)

So, Norm, are you a juror? 

Norm
(Steve)

Now you know, I’m a big 
fan of sitting down, but I’m 
smart enough not to stuck 
sitting on a jury.

Diane
(Cameron)

Did you find your experience 
o f t h e l e g a l s y s t e m 
u n s a t i s f a c t o r y t o d a y , 
Norman?

Norm
(Steve)

No, Diane.  I said I figured 
the guy would get what was 
coming to him and they let 
me go.   I’ve served my duty, 
he’ll serve his time and 
someone’ll serve me a cold 
beer.  Right, Sammy?

Cliff
(Richard)

Norm, these young folks here 
are law students to whom I 
have been imparting my 
knowledge and understanding 
of the Amer ican Legal 
System.  

Norm
(Steve)

That shouldn’t take too long. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

Yeah, when the lawyers are 
taking notes from the postal 
workers, you know we’re all 
screwed.

Sam
(Fred)

What kind of lawyers are you 
guys going to be?

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s only two kinds: lousy 
or eligible.  Come to think of 
it, they’re all lousy.

First Student
(Shannon)

I’m thinking of being a 
criminal defense lawyer.

Cliff
(Richard)

You know, when a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law before the perp (as we 
government types like to call 
them) gets arrested, he’s an 
accomplice.  When a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law after he gets caught, we 
call him a defense attorney.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the student] Do you 
k n o w w h a t w o r d b e s t 
describes a criminal lawyer?  
[Pause]  [Generalized NO 
f r o m t h e g r o u p . ]    
Redundant.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Hey Sammy, do you know 
the difference between a 
criminal defense lawyer and a 
catfish?  [Pause] One is a 
slimy, bottom dwelling scum 
sucker.  The other is a fish.

Diane
(Cameron)

Come on guys, you’re not 
being fair.  You all have 
really short memories.  Sam, 
who did you turn to for help 
when you were arrested for 
drunk driving?

Sam
(Fred)

My old attorney friend, Fern 
Laethem.  She was able to 
prove that I really wasn’t 
drunk that time.  

Diane
(Cameron)

An d wh at wo u l d h av e 
happened if she had not 
helped you?

Sam  (Fred) I would have gone to jail.
Diane
(Cameron)

So not all criminal defense 
attorneys are bad, right?

Sam
(Fred)

Well, sure.  There’s always at 
least one exception.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the 2nd student:]  What 
kind of law are you thinking 
of practicing?

Second Student
(Joel)

I was thinking of being either 
a divorce attorney or a 
personal injury attorney.

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s a difference?  Every 
time I’ve been personally 
injured, there was a divorce 
attorney involved.

Norm
(Steve)

[addressing the student]  You 
know,  it was so cold last 
winter in Boston that my 
divorce lawyer had his hands 
in his own pockets.

Cliff
(Richard)

The worst are the female 
family law lawyers.  You 
know the difference between 
a female lawyer and a pit 
bull?  [Pause]  Lipstick.

Sam
(Fred)

What i s the di f f er ence 
between a lawyer and a 
hooker?   The hooker stops 
screwing you when you’re 
dead. 

Diana
(Cameron)

I’m surprised at you three.  
Each one of you needed a 
lawyer to help you at one 
time or another.  Carla, how 
many divorce attorneys have 
you known?

Carla
(Kathryn)

Depends on what you mean 
by “known.”

Diane
(Cameron)

I mean how many attorneys 
represented you in your 
divorces.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Three, and one of them was 
my most recent ex-husband.

Diane
(Cameron)

And where would you have 
been without them? 

[Turning to Cliff]  Cliff, 
when you were bitten by that 
terrier, who got you the 
money to help pay for your 
medical expenses?

Cliff
(Richard)

My friend Bob Buccola.  He 
sure knows his way around a 
courtroom.  Just ask him.

Diane
(Cameron)

And without him, you would 
have had to pay the bills 
yourself, right?

Cliff
(Richard)

Yeah.

Norm
(Steve)

I remember Bob Buccola 
once asked me if I knew the 
difference between a boxing 
referee and an insurance 
defense attorney?  I didn’t. It 
turns out the boxing referee 
doesn’t get paid more for a 
longer fight.  Then Bob 
billed me.

Diane
(Cameron)

You needed the help of a 
personal injury attorney.  
And when your neighbor’s 
lawnmower threw a rock that 
broke the glass in your patio 
door, didn’t an attorney help 
you make your neighbor pay?

Norm
(Steve)

Hey, that’s right.  I forgot 
that.  I guess I really like 
lawyers [rolls eyes as he 
quaffs beer]. 
[To the 3rd student:]  So 
what kind of law are you 
thinking of practicing?

Third Student
(Michael)

I don’t know for sure, maybe 
a government lawyer--like a 
deputy county counsel.  They 
just seem to be so much more 
ethical.

Sam
(Fred)

Legal Ethics: the skinniest 
book ever published. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, Sammy, in point of 
fact, the skinniest book ever 
wasn’t about law at all.  In 
1724, Gunter von ..

Sam  (Fred) Save it, Cliff. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, anyway, everyone 
knows DAs are the only 
lawyers with any convictions.

Carla
(Kathryn)

And what’s the difference 
between a government lawyer 
and a bucket of cow manure? 

Frazier Crane (Joe) [entering]  The bucket.
Norm (Steve) Hey Frazier!  What brings 

you down to our little den of 
iniquity?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Not much, just thought I’d 
take a br eak f r om my 
harrowing day. 

Sam (Fred) Well, you missed our resident 
experts giving their best 
advice to these law students, 
here.

Cliff
(Richard)

Y o u ’ v e h a d a l o t o f 
professional interaction with 
l awy er s , h av en ’ t y o u ?  
What’s your take on the 
profession?

Frazier Crane (Joe) As a matter of fact, I just, for 
the third year in a row, came 
to speak to spouses and 
significant others of entering 
law students.

Diane
(Cameron)

What was that about?  

Frazier Crane (Joe) Well, the Dean asked me to 
talk to those people and warn 
them that the personalities of 
the students will change in 
law school.  They will get 
mor e aggr essive, mor e 
hostile, more precise, and 
more impatient. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Is that right?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Yes, indeed.  A well known 
occupat ional hazar d of 
lawyers is their tendency to 
become contentious and to 
develop associated traits of 
being arrogant, deceitful, and 
punitive. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

I bet  you don’t have a hard 
t i m e r e l a t i ng t o t hose 
patients.

Frazier Crane (Joe) Oh, my dear Carla, under 
that spiteful mask you show 
the world I’m sure there’s 
just a sad, wounded little girl, 
kicking people’s shins.

Anyway, I’ve never seen any 
other industry except, the 
movie business, that has so 
many stars.  Every lawyer 
thinks they are special and 
stars generally don’t think 
they need therapy, regardless 
of the troubles they are 
having in their professional 
and personal lives. 

Diane
(Cameron)

I thought you were involved 
with some sort of state board 
to help lawyers.

Frazier Crane (Joe) True. However, that wasn’t 
for therapy.  That was to 
assi st t hem wi t h t he i r 
r ampant pr oblems wi th 
substance abuse.  We help set 
up a diversion program.  The 
only thing more depressing 
than stressed out attorneys are 
lawyer s whose pr imary 
r e f e r en ce b o o k i s t h e 
Bartender’s Bible.

Cliff
(Richard)

That reminds me:  What do 
you call a smiling, sober, 
courteous person at a bar 
associat ion convent ion?         
The caterer.

Diane
(Cameron)

There you go again.  Every 
one of you needed the help of 
a lawyer at one time or 
another.  Why do you people 
insist upon picking on 
lawyers?  These jokes just 
make me want to sing.



Moderator
(Tom)

W e a r e n o w i n T h e 
Loophole, a bar similar to the 
Cheers bar in the television 
show. Around the bar,  are 
four people: Cliff and three 
law students.  Serving them 
are the bar’s owner, Sam, 
Diane, and a waitress, Carla. 
As the scene unfolds, another 
man walks into the bar.

Sam
(Fred)

Hey, Cliff, where’s your 
buddy, Norm?

Cliff
(Richard)

He’s over at court. He got a 
summons for jury duty.
[Norm enters]

Norm
(Steve)

Hello, everybody.

Everyone Norm!

Sam
(Fred)

So, Norm, are you a juror? 

Norm
(Steve)

Now you know, I’m a big 
fan of sitting down, but I’m 
smart enough not to stuck 
sitting on a jury.

Diane
(Cameron)

Did you find your experience 
o f t h e l e g a l s y s t e m 
u n s a t i s f a c t o r y t o d a y , 
Norman?

Norm
(Steve)

No, Diane.  I said I figured 
the guy would get what was 
coming to him and they let 
me go.   I’ve served my duty, 
he’ll serve his time and 
someone’ll serve me a cold 
beer.  Right, Sammy?

Cliff
(Richard)

Norm, these young folks here 
are law students to whom I 
have been imparting my 
knowledge and understanding 
of the Amer ican Legal 
System.  

Norm
(Steve)

That shouldn’t take too long. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

Yeah, when the lawyers are 
taking notes from the postal 
workers, you know we’re all 
screwed.

Sam
(Fred)

What kind of lawyers are you 
guys going to be?

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s only two kinds: lousy 
or eligible.  Come to think of 
it, they’re all lousy.

First Student
(Shannon)

I’m thinking of being a 
criminal defense lawyer.

Cliff
(Richard)

You know, when a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law before the perp (as we 
government types like to call 
them) gets arrested, he’s an 
accomplice.  When a person 
helps a criminal break the 
law after he gets caught, we 
call him a defense attorney.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the student] Do you 
k n o w w h a t w o r d b e s t 
describes a criminal lawyer?  
[Pause]  [Generalized NO 
f r o m t h e g r o u p . ]    
Redundant.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Hey Sammy, do you know 
the difference between a 
criminal defense lawyer and a 
catfish?  [Pause] One is a 
slimy, bottom dwelling scum 
sucker.  The other is a fish.

Diane
(Cameron)

Come on guys, you’re not 
being fair.  You all have 
really short memories.  Sam, 
who did you turn to for help 
when you were arrested for 
drunk driving?

Sam
(Fred)

My old attorney friend, Fern 
Laethem.  She was able to 
prove that I really wasn’t 
drunk that time.  

Diane
(Cameron)

An d wh at wo u l d h av e 
happened if she had not 
helped you?

Sam  (Fred) I would have gone to jail.
Diane
(Cameron)

So not all criminal defense 
attorneys are bad, right?

Sam
(Fred)

Well, sure.  There’s always at 
least one exception.

Norm
(Steve)

[To the 2nd student:]  What 
kind of law are you thinking 
of practicing?

Second Student
(Joel)

I was thinking of being either 
a divorce attorney or a 
personal injury attorney.

Carla
(Kathryn)

There’s a difference?  Every 
time I’ve been personally 
injured, there was a divorce 
attorney involved.

Norm
(Steve)

[addressing the student]  You 
know,  it was so cold last 
winter in Boston that my 
divorce lawyer had his hands 
in his own pockets.

Cliff
(Richard)

The worst are the female 
family law lawyers.  You 
know the difference between 
a female lawyer and a pit 
bull?  [Pause]  Lipstick.

Sam
(Fred)

What i s the di f f er ence 
between a lawyer and a 
hooker?   The hooker stops 
screwing you when you’re 
dead. 

Diana
(Cameron)

I’m surprised at you three.  
Each one of you needed a 
lawyer to help you at one 
time or another.  Carla, how 
many divorce attorneys have 
you known?

Carla
(Kathryn)

Depends on what you mean 
by “known.”

Diane
(Cameron)

I mean how many attorneys 
represented you in your 
divorces.

Carla
(Kathryn)

Three, and one of them was 
my most recent ex-husband.

Diane
(Cameron)

And where would you have 
been without them? 

[Turning to Cliff]  Cliff, 
when you were bitten by that 
terrier, who got you the 
money to help pay for your 
medical expenses?

Cliff
(Richard)

My friend Bob Buccola.  He 
sure knows his way around a 
courtroom.  Just ask him.

Diane
(Cameron)

And without him, you would 
have had to pay the bills 
yourself, right?

Cliff
(Richard)

Yeah.

Norm
(Steve)

I remember Bob Buccola 
once asked me if I knew the 
difference between a boxing 
referee and an insurance 
defense attorney?  I didn’t. It 
turns out the boxing referee 
doesn’t get paid more for a 
longer fight.  Then Bob 
billed me.

Diane
(Cameron)

You needed the help of a 
personal injury attorney.  
And when your neighbor’s 
lawnmower threw a rock that 
broke the glass in your patio 
door, didn’t an attorney help 
you make your neighbor pay?

Norm
(Steve)

Hey, that’s right.  I forgot 
that.  I guess I really like 
lawyers [rolls eyes as he 
quaffs beer]. 
[To the 3rd student:]  So 
what kind of law are you 
thinking of practicing?

Third Student
(Michael)

I don’t know for sure, maybe 
a government lawyer--like a 
deputy county counsel.  They 
just seem to be so much more 
ethical.

Sam
(Fred)

Legal Ethics: the skinniest 
book ever published. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, Sammy, in point of 
fact, the skinniest book ever 
wasn’t about law at all.  In 
1724, Gunter von ..

Sam  (Fred) Save it, Cliff. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Well, anyway, everyone 
knows DAs are the only 
lawyers with any convictions.

Carla
(Kathryn)

And what’s the difference 
between a government lawyer 
and a bucket of cow manure? 

Frazier Crane (Joe) [entering]  The bucket.
Norm (Steve) Hey Frazier!  What brings 

you down to our little den of 
iniquity?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Not much, just thought I’d 
take a br eak f r om my 
harrowing day. 

Sam (Fred) Well, you missed our resident 
experts giving their best 
advice to these law students, 
here.

Cliff
(Richard)

Y o u ’ v e h a d a l o t o f 
professional interaction with 
l awy er s , h av en ’ t y o u ?  
What’s your take on the 
profession?

Frazier Crane (Joe) As a matter of fact, I just, for 
the third year in a row, came 
to speak to spouses and 
significant others of entering 
law students.

Diane
(Cameron)

What was that about?  

Frazier Crane (Joe) Well, the Dean asked me to 
talk to those people and warn 
them that the personalities of 
the students will change in 
law school.  They will get 
mor e aggr essive, mor e 
hostile, more precise, and 
more impatient. 

Cliff
(Richard)

Is that right?

Frazier Crane (Joe) Yes, indeed.  A well known 
occupat ional hazar d of 
lawyers is their tendency to 
become contentious and to 
develop associated traits of 
being arrogant, deceitful, and 
punitive. 

Carla
(Kathryn)

I bet  you don’t have a hard 
t i m e r e l a t i ng t o t hose 
patients.

Frazier Crane (Joe) Oh, my dear Carla, under 
that spiteful mask you show 
the world I’m sure there’s 
just a sad, wounded little girl, 
kicking people’s shins.

Anyway, I’ve never seen any 
other industry except, the 
movie business, that has so 
many stars.  Every lawyer 
thinks they are special and 
stars generally don’t think 
they need therapy, regardless 
of the troubles they are 
having in their professional 
and personal lives. 

Diane
(Cameron)

I thought you were involved 
with some sort of state board 
to help lawyers.

Frazier Crane (Joe) True. However, that wasn’t 
for therapy.  That was to 
assi st t hem wi t h t he i r 
r ampant pr oblems wi th 
substance abuse.  We help set 
up a diversion program.  The 
only thing more depressing 
than stressed out attorneys are 
lawyer s whose pr imary 
r e f e r en ce b o o k i s t h e 
Bartender’s Bible.

Cliff
(Richard)

That reminds me:  What do 
you call a smiling, sober, 
courteous person at a bar 
associat ion convent ion?         
The caterer.

Diane
(Cameron)

There you go again.  Every 
one of you needed the help of 
a lawyer at one time or 
another.  Why do you people 
insist upon picking on 
lawyers?  These jokes just 
make me want to sing.

Scene 2 ends with Cameron’s song (Tom is responsible for playing track 4 on the boom box 
and for adjusting the lights)

Song:   With Every Joke We Make (to the tune of “With Every Breath I Take” from City of 
Angels)

There’s not a morning that I open up my eyes
And find I haven't heard some joke
About a lawyer stealing money, telling lies
Another heartless, ruthless thief
It's just beyond belief.
With every joke we make.

It can't be right to wish
For lawyers to slumber with the fish 
No matter how it’s told
Oh how do jokes so dumb get to be so old?
Tell me.

Is there no punchline that will open up our eyes
To just how bad these jokes can be.
They aren’t just lame, they show how deeply we’re despised
Everyone agrees
We’re ranked below the sharks and snakes
In every joke we make.



What are we to do
When everyone assumes these things are true?
Tell me.

What would it take for just one lawyer joke to die
If lawyers will not drop them first.
When will attorneys ever stop to realize
The depths to which they sink
With their reputations at stake
With every joke they make?

When Cameron concludes, cast members do a bit of clean up 

Tom:  As the scene points out, people tend to forget just how helpful attorneys can be.  
Certainly the negative side of the law is portrayed on a daily/nightly basis through the 
media.  Consider the evolution demonstrated between the airing of Perry Mason, or the 
Defenders, or To Kill a Mockingbird…………….then came LA Law, Ally McBeal, The 
Runaway Jury.  Is it any wonder that jokes flourish?
 
Is it OK to joke about lawyers - - perhaps we take these jokes a little toooo seriously.  
Consider this clip from John Stewart’s  Daily Show – .
 
Shannon needs to lower the screen.  Once down, Tom will control the playing of the video.  
When it is over, Shannon needs to raise the screen (end of screen duty)
 

1.                 If you’ve ever encountered anyone who had something nasty to say about the 
legal profession, raise your hand!  Come on, get em up!
 
OK – for those of you with your hands up, have you ever had one of those people come back 
later and ask you for help, legal advice?
 
Did you give it?  Did you remark on all of their past negativity?
 
(If you just ignored the prior negative remarks, why?  Is it because YOU don’t take those 
types of comments personally?)
 

2.                 Is it acceptable to tease certain types of lawyers, but not others?
 
Do we have something akin to a caste system?
 

3.                 For the students - - have your aspirations, in terms of the type of practice, 
changed during your two, three or four years of law school?
 
During school, have you had the opportunity to see various forms of practice, and have those 
contributed to your changed plans?
 

4.                 What about the attorneys in the Inn………..has your area of practices changed 
over the years?  Any particular reason that you could share?
 

5.                 Can you think of anything in the media that actually makes lawyers look good, 
honest, competent?



 
Erin Brokovich (sp)
The Practice?
The Verdict (Paul Newman)
True Believer (of course, the hero is now in federal prison for tax evasion – Tony Sera)
 
Why the dirth of positive takes on lawyers?

SCENE 3

Scene begins in an in-session courtroom. A witness is on the stand.

Dan
(Mike)

Please repeat the slanderous 
statements you heard, exactly 
as you heard them.

Witness
(Shannon)

But they are unfit for any 
respectable person to hear.

Dan
(Mike)

Then, just whisper them to 
the judge.

[Judge Stone glares at Dan 
Fielding and then leans in to 
hear the witness’s shocking 
whispers.]

Judge Stone
(Tom)

That’s quite a statement.  
Please repeat it to the court 
reporter.

Christine Objection.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Overruled.

Christine Exception. 

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Noted.

Christine Frustration.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

V e n t e d .  L a d i e s a n d 
gentlemen, we will have to 
wait until tomorrow morning 
t o h e a r t h e e x c i t i n g 
conclusion of this fascinating 
tale.  Until then, we are in 
recess.

[The courtroom empties, 
except for counsel (who hang 
around chatting, as they are 
prone to do) and judge, who 
appears to be doing actual 
work.  Bill, a lawyer who has 
been sitting waiting in the 
gallery approaches the bailiff 
and hands him a card.  The 
bailiff hands this to the judge 
who nods and gestures for 
Bill to wait.]

Dan
(Mike)

Hey, Bill! Too long no see. 
How’s the exciting world of 
civil litigation?

Bill
(Joel)

I’ve been hung up in this 
unfair competition case that 
just drags on and on.  So 
many depositions.  All the 
attorneys just bicker and 
complain.  I’m here on an ex 
parte motion.

Dan
(Mike)

Well, it’s great to see you. 

Christine Why, hello Bill. [to Dan] 
S c h m o o z i n g u p t h e 
candidate, I see.  Typical, 
Fielding.  Good lawyers 
know the law; Great lawyers 
know the judge, right?

Dan
(Mike)

What?  Christine, as usual, I 
have no idea what you’re 
talking about.

Christine Bill, didn’t I hear your name 
w a s u p f o r t h e n e w 
judgeship?

Bill
(Joel)

Actually, it is.  But there’s no 
guarantee ...

Christine Well, I think it’s great!  
Congratulations, Bill!

Dan
(Mike)

W e l l , I s u p p o s e 
congratulations are in order.  
But hey, good riddance to the 
actual practice of law, right?

Bill
(Joel)

What do you mean?

Christine It’s just sour grapes, Bill.  
Dan didn’t get on the list.

Dan 
(Mike)

I don’t want to be on the list.  
You know, my grand-father 
had a hunting dog he called 
Lawyer.  That dog ran all 
over creation chasing down 
everything that moved.  Then 
one day someone made the 
mistake of calling him Judge.  
After that all he did was sit 
on his ass and bark.

Bill 
(Joel)

Dan, judges practice law, too.

Dan
(Mike)

Yes, yes- and so do civil 
attorneys, if rumors can be 
trusted.  Of course they do.  
Answer this one: What do 
you call a civil lawyer gone 
bad?

Christine Dan!

Dan
(Mike)

No, [as if she’s very slow] 
“Your Honor.”

Bull
(Loren)

I thought Christine’s first 
answer was pretty good.

Christine Dan!  I’m shocked at you.  
Judge Stone can hear every 
word you’re saying.

Dan
(Mike)

[To the judge, who has not 
looked up from his desk] 
Present company excepted, of 
course.  Judge Stone is 
clearly an exception to the 
rule.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Counselor, you should be 
aware that, at this point, what 
you are saying is just going 
in one ear and out the other.

Dan  (Mike) Your honor , t hat goes 
without saying.  What is 
there to prevent it?

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Mr. Fielding, would you like 
to be held in contempt?

Dan
(Mike)

Like it? No, but over the 
y e a r s I h a v e g r o w n 
accustomed to the feeling. 
[Beat] I kid, I kid.  Judge 
Stone, I want you to know 
that I have always been of the 
opinion that your legal 
intellect far outstrips that of 
all your so-called peers.  
Y o u r k n o w l e d g e i s 
e n c y c l o p e d i c a n d t h e 
jurisprudential foundation of 
a l l y o u r d e c i s i o n s i s 
unshakeable.  You are a 
beacon of  ...

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Save it for the record, 
counsel. [Judge returns to 
very important work, which 
may or may not begin to emit 
faint sounds of SuperMario 
2]

Christine You know, you’re not totally 
wrong, Dan, some judges are 
better than others. [To Bill] 
Isn’t the new position in 
Family Law?

Bill
(Joel)

Oh, no.  I’ll be steering clear 
of that mess.  Hey, I’ve got a 
good one for you.  What's the 
difference between God and a 
family court judge?  [pause]  
God does not think he is a 
family court judge. 

Dan
(Mike)

I t ’ s t rue of our whole 
profession: Ultimately all 
lawyers have the opportunity 
to rise to the limit of their 
incompetence and arrogance.

Christine Well, then, your future seems 
pretty unlimited.

Bull
(Loren)

I have a slightly more 
c e r e b r a l 
one: 

A justice of the Supreme 
Court was sitting by a river 
when a traveler approached 
and said:
I want to cross this river.  
Will it be lawful to use this 
boat?
It will, said the justice; it is 
my boat.
The traveler thanked him, 
pushed the boat into the 
water and rowed away.  But 
the boat sank and the traveler 
drowned.
A man who watched the 
exchange asked: Why did you 
not tell him that your boat 
had a hole in it?
The matter of the boat’s 
condition, said the jurist, was 
not before me.

[looks around]   Tough 
crowd.

Christine I’ll tell you, the only judges I 
can’t seem to get through to 
are on the appellate court. 
You know how  many 
appellate court judges it takes 
to change a light bulb?  

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Yeah, just one; he holds it 
still and the whole world 
revolves around him. [They 
all nod knowingly].

Bull the Bailiff
(Loren)

Hey, it only takes one trial 
court judge to change a 
lightbulb, too.  But two 
lawyers have to explain how 
to do it.  [everyone stares]    
What?
That’s right: [to Judge Stone] 
You’re a judge. You stand 
for justice. [to Dan Fielding] 
You’re a prosecutor. You 
stand for the People. [to 
Christine Sullivan] You’re a 
Public Defender. You stand 
for the underprivileged.  I’m 
a bailiff.  I just stand, kind of 
like Doris, the happy cow.  
But there aren’t any bailiff 
jokes, so I must be doing 
something right.



Dan
(Mike)

Please repeat the slanderous 
statements you heard, exactly 
as you heard them.

Witness
(Shannon)

But they are unfit for any 
respectable person to hear.

Dan
(Mike)

Then, just whisper them to 
the judge.

[Judge Stone glares at Dan 
Fielding and then leans in to 
hear the witness’s shocking 
whispers.]

Judge Stone
(Tom)

That’s quite a statement.  
Please repeat it to the court 
reporter.

Christine Objection.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Overruled.

Christine Exception. 

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Noted.

Christine Frustration.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

V e n t e d .  L a d i e s a n d 
gentlemen, we will have to 
wait until tomorrow morning 
t o h e a r t h e e x c i t i n g 
conclusion of this fascinating 
tale.  Until then, we are in 
recess.

[The courtroom empties, 
except for counsel (who hang 
around chatting, as they are 
prone to do) and judge, who 
appears to be doing actual 
work.  Bill, a lawyer who has 
been sitting waiting in the 
gallery approaches the bailiff 
and hands him a card.  The 
bailiff hands this to the judge 
who nods and gestures for 
Bill to wait.]

Dan
(Mike)

Hey, Bill! Too long no see. 
How’s the exciting world of 
civil litigation?

Bill
(Joel)

I’ve been hung up in this 
unfair competition case that 
just drags on and on.  So 
many depositions.  All the 
attorneys just bicker and 
complain.  I’m here on an ex 
parte motion.

Dan
(Mike)

Well, it’s great to see you. 

Christine Why, hello Bill. [to Dan] 
S c h m o o z i n g u p t h e 
candidate, I see.  Typical, 
Fielding.  Good lawyers 
know the law; Great lawyers 
know the judge, right?

Dan
(Mike)

What?  Christine, as usual, I 
have no idea what you’re 
talking about.

Christine Bill, didn’t I hear your name 
w a s u p f o r t h e n e w 
judgeship?

Bill
(Joel)

Actually, it is.  But there’s no 
guarantee ...

Christine Well, I think it’s great!  
Congratulations, Bill!

Dan
(Mike)

W e l l , I s u p p o s e 
congratulations are in order.  
But hey, good riddance to the 
actual practice of law, right?

Bill
(Joel)

What do you mean?

Christine It’s just sour grapes, Bill.  
Dan didn’t get on the list.

Dan 
(Mike)

I don’t want to be on the list.  
You know, my grand-father 
had a hunting dog he called 
Lawyer.  That dog ran all 
over creation chasing down 
everything that moved.  Then 
one day someone made the 
mistake of calling him Judge.  
After that all he did was sit 
on his ass and bark.

Bill 
(Joel)

Dan, judges practice law, too.

Dan
(Mike)

Yes, yes- and so do civil 
attorneys, if rumors can be 
trusted.  Of course they do.  
Answer this one: What do 
you call a civil lawyer gone 
bad?

Christine Dan!

Dan
(Mike)

No, [as if she’s very slow] 
“Your Honor.”

Bull
(Loren)

I thought Christine’s first 
answer was pretty good.

Christine Dan!  I’m shocked at you.  
Judge Stone can hear every 
word you’re saying.

Dan
(Mike)

[To the judge, who has not 
looked up from his desk] 
Present company excepted, of 
course.  Judge Stone is 
clearly an exception to the 
rule.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Counselor, you should be 
aware that, at this point, what 
you are saying is just going 
in one ear and out the other.

Dan  (Mike) Your honor , t hat goes 
without saying.  What is 
there to prevent it?

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Mr. Fielding, would you like 
to be held in contempt?

Dan
(Mike)

Like it? No, but over the 
y e a r s I h a v e g r o w n 
accustomed to the feeling. 
[Beat] I kid, I kid.  Judge 
Stone, I want you to know 
that I have always been of the 
opinion that your legal 
intellect far outstrips that of 
all your so-called peers.  
Y o u r k n o w l e d g e i s 
e n c y c l o p e d i c a n d t h e 
jurisprudential foundation of 
a l l y o u r d e c i s i o n s i s 
unshakeable.  You are a 
beacon of  ...

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Save it for the record, 
counsel. [Judge returns to 
very important work, which 
may or may not begin to emit 
faint sounds of SuperMario 
2]

Christine You know, you’re not totally 
wrong, Dan, some judges are 
better than others. [To Bill] 
Isn’t the new position in 
Family Law?

Bill
(Joel)

Oh, no.  I’ll be steering clear 
of that mess.  Hey, I’ve got a 
good one for you.  What's the 
difference between God and a 
family court judge?  [pause]  
God does not think he is a 
family court judge. 

Dan
(Mike)

I t ’ s t rue of our whole 
profession: Ultimately all 
lawyers have the opportunity 
to rise to the limit of their 
incompetence and arrogance.

Christine Well, then, your future seems 
pretty unlimited.

Bull
(Loren)

I have a slightly more 
c e r e b r a l 
one: 

A justice of the Supreme 
Court was sitting by a river 
when a traveler approached 
and said:
I want to cross this river.  
Will it be lawful to use this 
boat?
It will, said the justice; it is 
my boat.
The traveler thanked him, 
pushed the boat into the 
water and rowed away.  But 
the boat sank and the traveler 
drowned.
A man who watched the 
exchange asked: Why did you 
not tell him that your boat 
had a hole in it?
The matter of the boat’s 
condition, said the jurist, was 
not before me.

[looks around]   Tough 
crowd.

Christine I’ll tell you, the only judges I 
can’t seem to get through to 
are on the appellate court. 
You know how  many 
appellate court judges it takes 
to change a light bulb?  

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Yeah, just one; he holds it 
still and the whole world 
revolves around him. [They 
all nod knowingly].

Bull the Bailiff
(Loren)

Hey, it only takes one trial 
court judge to change a 
lightbulb, too.  But two 
lawyers have to explain how 
to do it.  [everyone stares]    
What?
That’s right: [to Judge Stone] 
You’re a judge. You stand 
for justice. [to Dan Fielding] 
You’re a prosecutor. You 
stand for the People. [to 
Christine Sullivan] You’re a 
Public Defender. You stand 
for the underprivileged.  I’m 
a bailiff.  I just stand, kind of 
like Doris, the happy cow.  
But there aren’t any bailiff 
jokes, so I must be doing 
something right.



Dan
(Mike)

Please repeat the slanderous 
statements you heard, exactly 
as you heard them.

Witness
(Shannon)

But they are unfit for any 
respectable person to hear.

Dan
(Mike)

Then, just whisper them to 
the judge.

[Judge Stone glares at Dan 
Fielding and then leans in to 
hear the witness’s shocking 
whispers.]

Judge Stone
(Tom)

That’s quite a statement.  
Please repeat it to the court 
reporter.

Christine Objection.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Overruled.

Christine Exception. 

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Noted.

Christine Frustration.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

V e n t e d .  L a d i e s a n d 
gentlemen, we will have to 
wait until tomorrow morning 
t o h e a r t h e e x c i t i n g 
conclusion of this fascinating 
tale.  Until then, we are in 
recess.

[The courtroom empties, 
except for counsel (who hang 
around chatting, as they are 
prone to do) and judge, who 
appears to be doing actual 
work.  Bill, a lawyer who has 
been sitting waiting in the 
gallery approaches the bailiff 
and hands him a card.  The 
bailiff hands this to the judge 
who nods and gestures for 
Bill to wait.]

Dan
(Mike)

Hey, Bill! Too long no see. 
How’s the exciting world of 
civil litigation?

Bill
(Joel)

I’ve been hung up in this 
unfair competition case that 
just drags on and on.  So 
many depositions.  All the 
attorneys just bicker and 
complain.  I’m here on an ex 
parte motion.

Dan
(Mike)

Well, it’s great to see you. 

Christine Why, hello Bill. [to Dan] 
S c h m o o z i n g u p t h e 
candidate, I see.  Typical, 
Fielding.  Good lawyers 
know the law; Great lawyers 
know the judge, right?

Dan
(Mike)

What?  Christine, as usual, I 
have no idea what you’re 
talking about.

Christine Bill, didn’t I hear your name 
w a s u p f o r t h e n e w 
judgeship?

Bill
(Joel)

Actually, it is.  But there’s no 
guarantee ...

Christine Well, I think it’s great!  
Congratulations, Bill!

Dan
(Mike)

W e l l , I s u p p o s e 
congratulations are in order.  
But hey, good riddance to the 
actual practice of law, right?

Bill
(Joel)

What do you mean?

Christine It’s just sour grapes, Bill.  
Dan didn’t get on the list.

Dan 
(Mike)

I don’t want to be on the list.  
You know, my grand-father 
had a hunting dog he called 
Lawyer.  That dog ran all 
over creation chasing down 
everything that moved.  Then 
one day someone made the 
mistake of calling him Judge.  
After that all he did was sit 
on his ass and bark.

Bill 
(Joel)

Dan, judges practice law, too.

Dan
(Mike)

Yes, yes- and so do civil 
attorneys, if rumors can be 
trusted.  Of course they do.  
Answer this one: What do 
you call a civil lawyer gone 
bad?

Christine Dan!

Dan
(Mike)

No, [as if she’s very slow] 
“Your Honor.”

Bull
(Loren)

I thought Christine’s first 
answer was pretty good.

Christine Dan!  I’m shocked at you.  
Judge Stone can hear every 
word you’re saying.

Dan
(Mike)

[To the judge, who has not 
looked up from his desk] 
Present company excepted, of 
course.  Judge Stone is 
clearly an exception to the 
rule.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Counselor, you should be 
aware that, at this point, what 
you are saying is just going 
in one ear and out the other.

Dan  (Mike) Your honor , t hat goes 
without saying.  What is 
there to prevent it?

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Mr. Fielding, would you like 
to be held in contempt?

Dan
(Mike)

Like it? No, but over the 
y e a r s I h a v e g r o w n 
accustomed to the feeling. 
[Beat] I kid, I kid.  Judge 
Stone, I want you to know 
that I have always been of the 
opinion that your legal 
intellect far outstrips that of 
all your so-called peers.  
Y o u r k n o w l e d g e i s 
e n c y c l o p e d i c a n d t h e 
jurisprudential foundation of 
a l l y o u r d e c i s i o n s i s 
unshakeable.  You are a 
beacon of  ...

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Save it for the record, 
counsel. [Judge returns to 
very important work, which 
may or may not begin to emit 
faint sounds of SuperMario 
2]

Christine You know, you’re not totally 
wrong, Dan, some judges are 
better than others. [To Bill] 
Isn’t the new position in 
Family Law?

Bill
(Joel)

Oh, no.  I’ll be steering clear 
of that mess.  Hey, I’ve got a 
good one for you.  What's the 
difference between God and a 
family court judge?  [pause]  
God does not think he is a 
family court judge. 

Dan
(Mike)

I t ’ s t rue of our whole 
profession: Ultimately all 
lawyers have the opportunity 
to rise to the limit of their 
incompetence and arrogance.

Christine Well, then, your future seems 
pretty unlimited.

Bull
(Loren)

I have a slightly more 
c e r e b r a l 
one: 

A justice of the Supreme 
Court was sitting by a river 
when a traveler approached 
and said:
I want to cross this river.  
Will it be lawful to use this 
boat?
It will, said the justice; it is 
my boat.
The traveler thanked him, 
pushed the boat into the 
water and rowed away.  But 
the boat sank and the traveler 
drowned.
A man who watched the 
exchange asked: Why did you 
not tell him that your boat 
had a hole in it?
The matter of the boat’s 
condition, said the jurist, was 
not before me.

[looks around]   Tough 
crowd.

Christine I’ll tell you, the only judges I 
can’t seem to get through to 
are on the appellate court. 
You know how  many 
appellate court judges it takes 
to change a light bulb?  

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Yeah, just one; he holds it 
still and the whole world 
revolves around him. [They 
all nod knowingly].

Bull the Bailiff
(Loren)

Hey, it only takes one trial 
court judge to change a 
lightbulb, too.  But two 
lawyers have to explain how 
to do it.  [everyone stares]    
What?
That’s right: [to Judge Stone] 
You’re a judge. You stand 
for justice. [to Dan Fielding] 
You’re a prosecutor. You 
stand for the People. [to 
Christine Sullivan] You’re a 
Public Defender. You stand 
for the underprivileged.  I’m 
a bailiff.  I just stand, kind of 
like Doris, the happy cow.  
But there aren’t any bailiff 
jokes, so I must be doing 
something right.



Dan
(Mike)

Please repeat the slanderous 
statements you heard, exactly 
as you heard them.

Witness
(Shannon)

But they are unfit for any 
respectable person to hear.

Dan
(Mike)

Then, just whisper them to 
the judge.

[Judge Stone glares at Dan 
Fielding and then leans in to 
hear the witness’s shocking 
whispers.]

Judge Stone
(Tom)

That’s quite a statement.  
Please repeat it to the court 
reporter.

Christine Objection.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Overruled.

Christine Exception. 

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Noted.

Christine Frustration.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

V e n t e d .  L a d i e s a n d 
gentlemen, we will have to 
wait until tomorrow morning 
t o h e a r t h e e x c i t i n g 
conclusion of this fascinating 
tale.  Until then, we are in 
recess.

[The courtroom empties, 
except for counsel (who hang 
around chatting, as they are 
prone to do) and judge, who 
appears to be doing actual 
work.  Bill, a lawyer who has 
been sitting waiting in the 
gallery approaches the bailiff 
and hands him a card.  The 
bailiff hands this to the judge 
who nods and gestures for 
Bill to wait.]

Dan
(Mike)

Hey, Bill! Too long no see. 
How’s the exciting world of 
civil litigation?

Bill
(Joel)

I’ve been hung up in this 
unfair competition case that 
just drags on and on.  So 
many depositions.  All the 
attorneys just bicker and 
complain.  I’m here on an ex 
parte motion.

Dan
(Mike)

Well, it’s great to see you. 

Christine Why, hello Bill. [to Dan] 
S c h m o o z i n g u p t h e 
candidate, I see.  Typical, 
Fielding.  Good lawyers 
know the law; Great lawyers 
know the judge, right?

Dan
(Mike)

What?  Christine, as usual, I 
have no idea what you’re 
talking about.

Christine Bill, didn’t I hear your name 
w a s u p f o r t h e n e w 
judgeship?

Bill
(Joel)

Actually, it is.  But there’s no 
guarantee ...

Christine Well, I think it’s great!  
Congratulations, Bill!

Dan
(Mike)

W e l l , I s u p p o s e 
congratulations are in order.  
But hey, good riddance to the 
actual practice of law, right?

Bill
(Joel)

What do you mean?

Christine It’s just sour grapes, Bill.  
Dan didn’t get on the list.

Dan 
(Mike)

I don’t want to be on the list.  
You know, my grand-father 
had a hunting dog he called 
Lawyer.  That dog ran all 
over creation chasing down 
everything that moved.  Then 
one day someone made the 
mistake of calling him Judge.  
After that all he did was sit 
on his ass and bark.

Bill 
(Joel)

Dan, judges practice law, too.

Dan
(Mike)

Yes, yes- and so do civil 
attorneys, if rumors can be 
trusted.  Of course they do.  
Answer this one: What do 
you call a civil lawyer gone 
bad?

Christine Dan!

Dan
(Mike)

No, [as if she’s very slow] 
“Your Honor.”

Bull
(Loren)

I thought Christine’s first 
answer was pretty good.

Christine Dan!  I’m shocked at you.  
Judge Stone can hear every 
word you’re saying.

Dan
(Mike)

[To the judge, who has not 
looked up from his desk] 
Present company excepted, of 
course.  Judge Stone is 
clearly an exception to the 
rule.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Counselor, you should be 
aware that, at this point, what 
you are saying is just going 
in one ear and out the other.

Dan  (Mike) Your honor , t hat goes 
without saying.  What is 
there to prevent it?

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Mr. Fielding, would you like 
to be held in contempt?

Dan
(Mike)

Like it? No, but over the 
y e a r s I h a v e g r o w n 
accustomed to the feeling. 
[Beat] I kid, I kid.  Judge 
Stone, I want you to know 
that I have always been of the 
opinion that your legal 
intellect far outstrips that of 
all your so-called peers.  
Y o u r k n o w l e d g e i s 
e n c y c l o p e d i c a n d t h e 
jurisprudential foundation of 
a l l y o u r d e c i s i o n s i s 
unshakeable.  You are a 
beacon of  ...

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Save it for the record, 
counsel. [Judge returns to 
very important work, which 
may or may not begin to emit 
faint sounds of SuperMario 
2]

Christine You know, you’re not totally 
wrong, Dan, some judges are 
better than others. [To Bill] 
Isn’t the new position in 
Family Law?

Bill
(Joel)

Oh, no.  I’ll be steering clear 
of that mess.  Hey, I’ve got a 
good one for you.  What's the 
difference between God and a 
family court judge?  [pause]  
God does not think he is a 
family court judge. 

Dan
(Mike)

I t ’ s t rue of our whole 
profession: Ultimately all 
lawyers have the opportunity 
to rise to the limit of their 
incompetence and arrogance.

Christine Well, then, your future seems 
pretty unlimited.

Bull
(Loren)

I have a slightly more 
c e r e b r a l 
one: 

A justice of the Supreme 
Court was sitting by a river 
when a traveler approached 
and said:
I want to cross this river.  
Will it be lawful to use this 
boat?
It will, said the justice; it is 
my boat.
The traveler thanked him, 
pushed the boat into the 
water and rowed away.  But 
the boat sank and the traveler 
drowned.
A man who watched the 
exchange asked: Why did you 
not tell him that your boat 
had a hole in it?
The matter of the boat’s 
condition, said the jurist, was 
not before me.

[looks around]   Tough 
crowd.

Christine I’ll tell you, the only judges I 
can’t seem to get through to 
are on the appellate court. 
You know how  many 
appellate court judges it takes 
to change a light bulb?  

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Yeah, just one; he holds it 
still and the whole world 
revolves around him. [They 
all nod knowingly].

Bull the Bailiff
(Loren)

Hey, it only takes one trial 
court judge to change a 
lightbulb, too.  But two 
lawyers have to explain how 
to do it.  [everyone stares]    
What?
That’s right: [to Judge Stone] 
You’re a judge. You stand 
for justice. [to Dan Fielding] 
You’re a prosecutor. You 
stand for the People. [to 
Christine Sullivan] You’re a 
Public Defender. You stand 
for the underprivileged.  I’m 
a bailiff.  I just stand, kind of 
like Doris, the happy cow.  
But there aren’t any bailiff 
jokes, so I must be doing 
something right.



Dan
(Mike)

Please repeat the slanderous 
statements you heard, exactly 
as you heard them.

Witness
(Shannon)

But they are unfit for any 
respectable person to hear.

Dan
(Mike)

Then, just whisper them to 
the judge.

[Judge Stone glares at Dan 
Fielding and then leans in to 
hear the witness’s shocking 
whispers.]

Judge Stone
(Tom)

That’s quite a statement.  
Please repeat it to the court 
reporter.

Christine Objection.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Overruled.

Christine Exception. 

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Noted.

Christine Frustration.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

V e n t e d .  L a d i e s a n d 
gentlemen, we will have to 
wait until tomorrow morning 
t o h e a r t h e e x c i t i n g 
conclusion of this fascinating 
tale.  Until then, we are in 
recess.

[The courtroom empties, 
except for counsel (who hang 
around chatting, as they are 
prone to do) and judge, who 
appears to be doing actual 
work.  Bill, a lawyer who has 
been sitting waiting in the 
gallery approaches the bailiff 
and hands him a card.  The 
bailiff hands this to the judge 
who nods and gestures for 
Bill to wait.]

Dan
(Mike)

Hey, Bill! Too long no see. 
How’s the exciting world of 
civil litigation?

Bill
(Joel)

I’ve been hung up in this 
unfair competition case that 
just drags on and on.  So 
many depositions.  All the 
attorneys just bicker and 
complain.  I’m here on an ex 
parte motion.

Dan
(Mike)

Well, it’s great to see you. 

Christine Why, hello Bill. [to Dan] 
S c h m o o z i n g u p t h e 
candidate, I see.  Typical, 
Fielding.  Good lawyers 
know the law; Great lawyers 
know the judge, right?

Dan
(Mike)

What?  Christine, as usual, I 
have no idea what you’re 
talking about.

Christine Bill, didn’t I hear your name 
w a s u p f o r t h e n e w 
judgeship?

Bill
(Joel)

Actually, it is.  But there’s no 
guarantee ...

Christine Well, I think it’s great!  
Congratulations, Bill!

Dan
(Mike)

W e l l , I s u p p o s e 
congratulations are in order.  
But hey, good riddance to the 
actual practice of law, right?

Bill
(Joel)

What do you mean?

Christine It’s just sour grapes, Bill.  
Dan didn’t get on the list.

Dan 
(Mike)

I don’t want to be on the list.  
You know, my grand-father 
had a hunting dog he called 
Lawyer.  That dog ran all 
over creation chasing down 
everything that moved.  Then 
one day someone made the 
mistake of calling him Judge.  
After that all he did was sit 
on his ass and bark.

Bill 
(Joel)

Dan, judges practice law, too.

Dan
(Mike)

Yes, yes- and so do civil 
attorneys, if rumors can be 
trusted.  Of course they do.  
Answer this one: What do 
you call a civil lawyer gone 
bad?

Christine Dan!

Dan
(Mike)

No, [as if she’s very slow] 
“Your Honor.”

Bull
(Loren)

I thought Christine’s first 
answer was pretty good.

Christine Dan!  I’m shocked at you.  
Judge Stone can hear every 
word you’re saying.

Dan
(Mike)

[To the judge, who has not 
looked up from his desk] 
Present company excepted, of 
course.  Judge Stone is 
clearly an exception to the 
rule.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Counselor, you should be 
aware that, at this point, what 
you are saying is just going 
in one ear and out the other.

Dan  (Mike) Your honor , t hat goes 
without saying.  What is 
there to prevent it?

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Mr. Fielding, would you like 
to be held in contempt?

Dan
(Mike)

Like it? No, but over the 
y e a r s I h a v e g r o w n 
accustomed to the feeling. 
[Beat] I kid, I kid.  Judge 
Stone, I want you to know 
that I have always been of the 
opinion that your legal 
intellect far outstrips that of 
all your so-called peers.  
Y o u r k n o w l e d g e i s 
e n c y c l o p e d i c a n d t h e 
jurisprudential foundation of 
a l l y o u r d e c i s i o n s i s 
unshakeable.  You are a 
beacon of  ...

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Save it for the record, 
counsel. [Judge returns to 
very important work, which 
may or may not begin to emit 
faint sounds of SuperMario 
2]

Christine You know, you’re not totally 
wrong, Dan, some judges are 
better than others. [To Bill] 
Isn’t the new position in 
Family Law?

Bill
(Joel)

Oh, no.  I’ll be steering clear 
of that mess.  Hey, I’ve got a 
good one for you.  What's the 
difference between God and a 
family court judge?  [pause]  
God does not think he is a 
family court judge. 

Dan
(Mike)

I t ’ s t rue of our whole 
profession: Ultimately all 
lawyers have the opportunity 
to rise to the limit of their 
incompetence and arrogance.

Christine Well, then, your future seems 
pretty unlimited.

Bull
(Loren)

I have a slightly more 
c e r e b r a l 
one: 

A justice of the Supreme 
Court was sitting by a river 
when a traveler approached 
and said:
I want to cross this river.  
Will it be lawful to use this 
boat?
It will, said the justice; it is 
my boat.
The traveler thanked him, 
pushed the boat into the 
water and rowed away.  But 
the boat sank and the traveler 
drowned.
A man who watched the 
exchange asked: Why did you 
not tell him that your boat 
had a hole in it?
The matter of the boat’s 
condition, said the jurist, was 
not before me.

[looks around]   Tough 
crowd.

Christine I’ll tell you, the only judges I 
can’t seem to get through to 
are on the appellate court. 
You know how  many 
appellate court judges it takes 
to change a light bulb?  

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Yeah, just one; he holds it 
still and the whole world 
revolves around him. [They 
all nod knowingly].

Bull the Bailiff
(Loren)

Hey, it only takes one trial 
court judge to change a 
lightbulb, too.  But two 
lawyers have to explain how 
to do it.  [everyone stares]    
What?
That’s right: [to Judge Stone] 
You’re a judge. You stand 
for justice. [to Dan Fielding] 
You’re a prosecutor. You 
stand for the People. [to 
Christine Sullivan] You’re a 
Public Defender. You stand 
for the underprivileged.  I’m 
a bailiff.  I just stand, kind of 
like Doris, the happy cow.  
But there aren’t any bailiff 
jokes, so I must be doing 
something right.



Dan
(Mike)

Please repeat the slanderous 
statements you heard, exactly 
as you heard them.

Witness
(Shannon)

But they are unfit for any 
respectable person to hear.

Dan
(Mike)

Then, just whisper them to 
the judge.

[Judge Stone glares at Dan 
Fielding and then leans in to 
hear the witness’s shocking 
whispers.]

Judge Stone
(Tom)

That’s quite a statement.  
Please repeat it to the court 
reporter.

Christine Objection.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Overruled.

Christine Exception. 

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Noted.

Christine Frustration.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

V e n t e d .  L a d i e s a n d 
gentlemen, we will have to 
wait until tomorrow morning 
t o h e a r t h e e x c i t i n g 
conclusion of this fascinating 
tale.  Until then, we are in 
recess.

[The courtroom empties, 
except for counsel (who hang 
around chatting, as they are 
prone to do) and judge, who 
appears to be doing actual 
work.  Bill, a lawyer who has 
been sitting waiting in the 
gallery approaches the bailiff 
and hands him a card.  The 
bailiff hands this to the judge 
who nods and gestures for 
Bill to wait.]

Dan
(Mike)

Hey, Bill! Too long no see. 
How’s the exciting world of 
civil litigation?

Bill
(Joel)

I’ve been hung up in this 
unfair competition case that 
just drags on and on.  So 
many depositions.  All the 
attorneys just bicker and 
complain.  I’m here on an ex 
parte motion.

Dan
(Mike)

Well, it’s great to see you. 

Christine Why, hello Bill. [to Dan] 
S c h m o o z i n g u p t h e 
candidate, I see.  Typical, 
Fielding.  Good lawyers 
know the law; Great lawyers 
know the judge, right?

Dan
(Mike)

What?  Christine, as usual, I 
have no idea what you’re 
talking about.

Christine Bill, didn’t I hear your name 
w a s u p f o r t h e n e w 
judgeship?

Bill
(Joel)

Actually, it is.  But there’s no 
guarantee ...

Christine Well, I think it’s great!  
Congratulations, Bill!

Dan
(Mike)

W e l l , I s u p p o s e 
congratulations are in order.  
But hey, good riddance to the 
actual practice of law, right?

Bill
(Joel)

What do you mean?

Christine It’s just sour grapes, Bill.  
Dan didn’t get on the list.

Dan 
(Mike)

I don’t want to be on the list.  
You know, my grand-father 
had a hunting dog he called 
Lawyer.  That dog ran all 
over creation chasing down 
everything that moved.  Then 
one day someone made the 
mistake of calling him Judge.  
After that all he did was sit 
on his ass and bark.

Bill 
(Joel)

Dan, judges practice law, too.

Dan
(Mike)

Yes, yes- and so do civil 
attorneys, if rumors can be 
trusted.  Of course they do.  
Answer this one: What do 
you call a civil lawyer gone 
bad?

Christine Dan!

Dan
(Mike)

No, [as if she’s very slow] 
“Your Honor.”

Bull
(Loren)

I thought Christine’s first 
answer was pretty good.

Christine Dan!  I’m shocked at you.  
Judge Stone can hear every 
word you’re saying.

Dan
(Mike)

[To the judge, who has not 
looked up from his desk] 
Present company excepted, of 
course.  Judge Stone is 
clearly an exception to the 
rule.

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Counselor, you should be 
aware that, at this point, what 
you are saying is just going 
in one ear and out the other.

Dan  (Mike) Your honor , t hat goes 
without saying.  What is 
there to prevent it?

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Mr. Fielding, would you like 
to be held in contempt?

Dan
(Mike)

Like it? No, but over the 
y e a r s I h a v e g r o w n 
accustomed to the feeling. 
[Beat] I kid, I kid.  Judge 
Stone, I want you to know 
that I have always been of the 
opinion that your legal 
intellect far outstrips that of 
all your so-called peers.  
Y o u r k n o w l e d g e i s 
e n c y c l o p e d i c a n d t h e 
jurisprudential foundation of 
a l l y o u r d e c i s i o n s i s 
unshakeable.  You are a 
beacon of  ...

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Save it for the record, 
counsel. [Judge returns to 
very important work, which 
may or may not begin to emit 
faint sounds of SuperMario 
2]

Christine You know, you’re not totally 
wrong, Dan, some judges are 
better than others. [To Bill] 
Isn’t the new position in 
Family Law?

Bill
(Joel)

Oh, no.  I’ll be steering clear 
of that mess.  Hey, I’ve got a 
good one for you.  What's the 
difference between God and a 
family court judge?  [pause]  
God does not think he is a 
family court judge. 

Dan
(Mike)

I t ’ s t rue of our whole 
profession: Ultimately all 
lawyers have the opportunity 
to rise to the limit of their 
incompetence and arrogance.

Christine Well, then, your future seems 
pretty unlimited.

Bull
(Loren)

I have a slightly more 
c e r e b r a l 
one: 

A justice of the Supreme 
Court was sitting by a river 
when a traveler approached 
and said:
I want to cross this river.  
Will it be lawful to use this 
boat?
It will, said the justice; it is 
my boat.
The traveler thanked him, 
pushed the boat into the 
water and rowed away.  But 
the boat sank and the traveler 
drowned.
A man who watched the 
exchange asked: Why did you 
not tell him that your boat 
had a hole in it?
The matter of the boat’s 
condition, said the jurist, was 
not before me.

[looks around]   Tough 
crowd.

Christine I’ll tell you, the only judges I 
can’t seem to get through to 
are on the appellate court. 
You know how  many 
appellate court judges it takes 
to change a light bulb?  

Judge Stone
(Tom)

Yeah, just one; he holds it 
still and the whole world 
revolves around him. [They 
all nod knowingly].

Bull the Bailiff
(Loren)

Hey, it only takes one trial 
court judge to change a 
lightbulb, too.  But two 
lawyers have to explain how 
to do it.  [everyone stares]    
What?
That’s right: [to Judge Stone] 
You’re a judge. You stand 
for justice. [to Dan Fielding] 
You’re a prosecutor. You 
stand for the People. [to 
Christine Sullivan] You’re a 
Public Defender. You stand 
for the underprivileged.  I’m 
a bailiff.  I just stand, kind of 
like Doris, the happy cow.  
But there aren’t any bailiff 
jokes, so I must be doing 
something right.

Tom needs to depart the bench just before the scene ends so that he can begin the discussion 
section.
 

1.     Are those of us in the legal profession unique ………..do you think that every 
profession tells jokes about themselves?  
 
Do accountants have accounting jokes
Do dentists have dentist jokes
 
Where do all of these jokes about lawyers and judges come from?  What prompts their 
creation?
 
Fear
Tension
Envy
Anger
Stress
 
2.  As attorneys, are you REALLY offended by these jokes?
 
Why – do you think they are unfair?
Do they impact your personal life, your professional life
 
Do YOU tell jokes about your own profession?
 
Can we halt them (Reference Harvey Saferstein, State Bar President’s effort)
 
Reference the shrinking pool of targets for jokes……..are we sort of the saving grace for 
joke tellers (along with politicians)?
 

3.     In terms of jokes, does our reaction vary depending upon who tells the joke?  (e.g. lawyer 
v judge v non-legally trained person)



 
4.     Is it true that there are fewer judge jokes than jokes about lawyers?

 
Why?  (generally a better opinion of judges, media treats us better, know that it’s not a 
financial thing for judicial officers)
Do you think the public “understands” what lawyers do better than what judges do?
 

5.  Assume that you are a lawyer and that you WANT to be a judge?
 
What are the reasons for seeking the judicial position?
 
What are the perceived negatives of being on the bench?

2005-06 TEAM 1           Props

salad bowl, stand, fork and spoon to toss  (Tom)

plates

beer bottles (Joel)   neon beer sign (Tom)

The Loop Hole sign for the bar (Shannon)

remote control

aprons for Mom, Granny and Sam

tablecloth     bar towels

drinks tray

Boston hat

bowl with pretzels

Jane wear something so she is clearly Jane throughout, maybe a scarf

dart board (Joel)

dice cup—scene to open with people throwing dice
briefcases for the courtroom scene

We’ll need the podium down, the long table on stilts, and the bar stools.


